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Abstract
In this thesis, we study topic-oriented sentiment analysis on Blogs and Microblogs. Specif-
ically, we address challenges brought by the presence of topic drift and informal terms and
expressions.
Topic drift is a common phenomenon on the blogosphere. We propose to combat this
problem by reducing the noise for the sentiment classifiers. In our context of sentiment
classification, the noise refers to sentences that are not on-topic or not expressing opinions.
With a user-specified topic, we use information retrieval techniques to generate noise-free
snippets and perform classification on such snippets instead of on the full documents. We
contrast the performance of both supervised and lexicon-based classifiers on a wide range of
topics and show that classification done on very short snippets (5% of the sentences) can be as
accurate as on full text. With lexicon-based classifiers, the performance can be significantly
better on snippets.
Apart from sentiment classification, another task in sentiment analysis is sentiment re-
trieval, which aims to retrieve the subjective text. On social media, users often subscribe to
data feeds to get the latest updates.
On the blogosphere, users can subscribe to blog feeds. We propose a re-ranking app-
roach to retrieving subjective blogs that match the interest of users expressed in the form of
queries. We first retrieve the query-relevant blogs, and then re-rank the most relevant blogs
by subjectivity. In our analysis we show that the performance of this approach is highly sen-
sitive to the performance of the topic-based retrieval step. We thus explore different methods
to aggregate topical relevance at the post-level to improve the retrieval performance. Our
experiments reveal that ranking blogs by the sum of topical relevance of the most relevant
posts in each blog best match the human users’ judgements.
On the microblogging service, Twitter, the 140-word length threshold leads to a surge of
user-created emoticons, mis-spellings, and informal abbreviations, causing word-mismatch for
lexicon-based classifiers and hurting the performance. To address this problem, we propose
a lexicon-expansion technique that uses point-wise mutual information between emoticons
and terms to automatically assign sentiment polarity scores to terms. With the expanded
lexicon for each topic, better classificaition performance can be achieved.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
To answer the question of what do people think, the traditional approach usually employs
surveys and polls distributed to a carefully sampled population [Burke, 2006]. The rise of
the Internet and the popularity of social media enable an alternative approach to mining
opinions from large populations. The web has become an indispensable channel for people
to communicate. More and more people are publishing their own experience and opinions,
as well as seeking other people‘s opinions on the web, often towards a topic presented as
a web query consisting of one or several terms [Zubiaga et al., 2014]. With the explosive
amount of information generated daily, it is almost impossible for people to read through all
the information, not even on specific topics . For instance, a query “supervised sentiment
classification probabilistic” to the Google search engine would return 3,610,000 results at the
time of writing. This demands for effective techniques to help track sentiment trends and
search for various opinions, a task very different from factual information task as in traditional
information retrieval, and sentiment analysis is a key component of such techniques.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis1 aims to retrieve the subjective content of interest, and/or evaluate
and predict the subjectivity (subjective versus objective) or the sentiment polarities (positive,
negative, etc) of a piece of text (a word, a phrase, a sentence, a document, or a list of docu-
ments). For document-level sentiment classification, a general approach is to find out those
keywords from the text that are evaluative or sentiment-bearing, and then use a machine-
learning model to calculate the text‘s probability of belonging to predefined categories; the
classifier is usually trained on a set of labeled documents. The above approach has shown
success in some earlier work where sentiment analysis was done on reviews articles from a
certain domain, such as a movie review or a product review [Pang et al., 2002], while less
success was seen in those studies conducted within the TREC (Text REtrieval Conference)
Blog Track2 on polarity search task [Macdonald et al., 2007a].
1.1 Sentiment Analysis in the Context of Social Media
Sentiment analysis has been done on documents of different forms. Originally they were
applied on review articles [Turney, 2002; Pang et al., 2002] and news articles[Hatzivassiloglou
and McKeown, 1997; Cardie et al., 2003]. In the past decade, social media has gained
increasing popularity and attracted much research interest. Such interest is reflected in
the TREC Track. The Blog Track was introduced in the TREC conference in 2006, which
focuses on information retrieval on blog posts and blog feeds. Among the six tasks in the
Blog Track, the Opinion finding retrieval task, Polarized opinion finding retrieval task and
Faceted blog distillation are all related to sentiment analysis. Other forms of social media,
1In this thesis we use the terms “sentiment analysis” and “opinion mining” interchangeably.
2http://trec.nist.gov
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such as Twitter3 and Facebook4, became even more popular than blog services over the
recent years. The TREC conference reacted to this trend by replacing the Blog Track with
the Microblog Track in 2011. Users of social media share content on a wide range of topics,
and often form online discourses where content is created, shared, commented and forwarded
at a prodigious rate. Compared to specialized review websites, the recency and the coverage
of the user-generated content on social media make it a valuable source for opinion mining.
Pang and Lee [2008] have quoted an industry analyst [Kim, 2006] to describe the concern
of the industry over opinion mining on social media:
“Marketers have always needed to monitor media for information related to their brands
whether its for public relations activities, fraud violations, or competitive intelligence. But
fragmenting media and changing consumer behavior have crippled traditional monitoring
methods. Technorati estimates that 75,000 new blogs are created daily, along with 1.2 million
new posts each day, many discussing consumer opinions on products and services. Tactics
[of the traditional sort] such as clipping services, field agents, and ad hoc research simply
cant keep pace.”
Kim [2006] has indicated that traditional techniques is not sufficient to keep pace with
the changes introduced by the rise of blogs. Indeed, to successfully mine opinions from
social media, some characteristics of social media must also be considered. User-generated
data on social media is perhaps the largest contributor to the so-called content-inflation.
The uncensored nature of social media content, while enabling explosive expansion of online
3http://twitter.com
4http://facebook.com
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content, increases the cost of finding high-quality query-relevant data. This is mainly due to
two factors,
• Massive volume and complex structure of data
There are 72,977,337 users on WordPress.com5 at the time of writing. Blogs have a
different structure from many other traditional forms of media. Unlike news stories
and review articles, a blog represents a group of documents, but usually written by the
same author or an organization. When a blog reader makes decisions on whether or
not to subscribe to a blog, all the posts in that blog are within the context. This poses
new challenges to traditional information retrieval systems where a single document is
the processing unit.
• Informal style of writing and use of vocabulary
A news story or a product review usually has a strong focus on one single topic. A blog
post, howerver, often contain significant portions of text drifting away from the main
topic. They may also use informal expressions of sentiments, such as abbreviations
and misspellings. In a tweet, positive expressions may include “+1”, “hear hear”. A
negative expression of opinion can be “O come on”, “lmao” (laugh my a** off). Such
informal expressions may evolve and emerge over time, and to the best of our knowl-
edge, no existing opinion word lexicon provides sufficient coverage of these informal
expressions.
5http://en.wordpress.com/stats/, one of the most popular blogging websites
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In addition to subjectivity, there are other aspects (facets) to consider in opinion mining.
Multi-facet opinion mining approaches are required to respond to user’s need of finding and
evaluating opinions relevant to a user-given query. For a user who wishs to find opinions on
a certain topic, the definition of relevance of a document is twofold: 1) The document must
be on-topic 2) The on-topic portion of the document must be opinion-bearing. With review
articles and news stories, it is often valid to assume that the opinions expressed in the article
are targeting the broad topic discussed in the article. The content generated on social media
is somewhat different in this regard. Users can write on any topic in any style in whatever
language they choose. A piece of text, blog post for instance, may contain on-topic factual
content and irrelevant opinions at the same time.
The granularity level on which opinions are mined is another concern. In the blogosphere,
blog posts written by the same author are archived under the same blog. When users wish to
subscribe to blogs, it is necessary to combine topical relevance at the blog level. Users may
also directly search for opinionated documents on a topic of interest, and in this scenario,
the aggregation of topic and sentiment is done at the document level. Sometimes, users just
wish to read on-topic opinion-bearing snippets from documents. In that case, the opinions
are to be mined at the sentence or phrase level.
1.2 Statement of Problems
In general, two tasks related to opinion mining are dealt with in this thesis: subjective blog
retrieval and sentiment classification. The former aims to find subjective blogs relevant to
an information need, represented by a short textual query, from a collection of information
7
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resources. The latter, sentiment classification, aims to predict the polarity of sentiment
expressed in a text span. Possible polarities may include positive, negative, mixed and neutral
[Macdonald et al., 2007b; Ounis et al., 2008]. The text span can be a sentence, a paragraph or
a document. In this thesis, the classification is done at the document level, though retrieval
of relevant text has been done at other granularity levels.
There are different social media service providers specializing in different services, which
in turn generate different forms of social media text. We can broadly categorize them
by length: short social documents and long social documents. Long social documents are
typified by blogs, and short social text is typified by Twitter tweets. In this thesis, different
approaches are developed for different forms of social media to address the specific challenges.
Since topic drift is a common phenomenon observed on long social documents, we propose
to extract query-relevant and subjective snippets for sentiment analysis. On the other hand,
a common problem in classification of short social text is the sparsity of features and the
difficulty in dealing with informal abbreviations. The research questions that we address in
this thesis are as follows.
1. With supervised classification, can the global classification of blog posts across topic
genres achieve similar performance as the local classification of blog posts of a certain
topic genre?
2. Can query-biased opinion extraction methods (multi-facet extraction) lead to better sen-
timent classification than the single-facet opinion extraction methods?
3. Can query-biased emoticon-aided lexicon expansion improve the performance of domain-
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dependent sentiment classification?
4. What is the best approach to aggregating post similarity scores for blogs so as to rank
the blog feeds by query relevance?
Please note that the word topic is frequently used in this thesis, and could easily be
confused with the concept of topic in topic modeling [Blei et al., 2003; Boyd-Graber and
Resnik, 2010; Brody and Elhadad, 2010; Lin and He, 2009; He et al., 2011; Ling et al., 2008;
Zhao et al., 2010]. However, throughout this thesis, topic bears almost the same meaning
as query. Similar to topic modeling, we assume a document can have more than one matter
of concern, which we refer to as topic drift ; but unlike topic modeling, we are not focused
on discovering latent subjects and interactions of them. In our context there is always a
user-provided query, and all the techniques we developed aim to fulfill the information needs
centered around the given query.
1.3 Contributions
The following contributions, with respect to the research questions accordingly, are made in
this thesis:
1. We reveal the topic dependency of supervised sentiment classifiers on blog posts.
We prove that topic-dependent classification performs significantly better than topic-
independent classification with a supervised classifier, which indicates high interaction
between sentiment words and topic.
2. Adapting classification models to domains is not the only direction of improving senti-
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ment classification in the context of topics (or domains). We move on to study whether
it is possible to boost the classification performance through noise reduction. First,
a pilot study with manual annotation is carried out to validate our hypothesis that
classifiers can better predict the sentiment polarities after removing the factual and
topically drifted content. Second, we present a comprehensive study of sentiment clas-
sification on automatically generated blog post extracts, on a wide range of 150 topics.
We show that our approach can indeed lead to statistically significant improvements
on classification performance on blog posts.
3. Lexicon-based classifiers have gained popularity recently. We propose an approach to
domain-dependent sentiment analysis through lexicon expansion aided by emoticons.
Our experiments have shown that emoticon-aided lexicon expansion can improve the
performance of a state-of-the-art lexicon-based classifier. We also show that similar
to the case with supervised classifiers, domain-specific expansion outperforms global
expansion with lexicon-based classifiers too.
4. In order to improve the performance of a sentiment retrieval approach used in the
faceted blog distillation task in TREC Blog Track 2010, we study how to predict the
query relevance of a blog based on the query relevance of blog posts. We treat the
opinionated blog retrieval task as a re-ranking problem, which first finds relevant blogs
and then sort them by subjectivity. A number of approaches to estimate the query
relevance of blogs are compared. Our experiment results show that the most relevant
posts in a blog, rather than the number of relevant posts or the relative amount of
10
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relevant content, most significantly affects the reader’s judgement on whether a blog is
relevant.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis follows the evolvement of research questions. We discuss the rele-
vant work in Chapter 2 and then introduce the data collections used in this theis in Chapter
3. After that we present a study on topic dependency problem in sentiment classification of
blogs in Chapter 4. Following topic-dependency discussions we study how the impact of topic
drift in sentiment classification and how that can be improved by an automatic snippet gen-
eration technique. In Chapter 5, we systematically evaluate our approach on blog posts from
a full spectrum of domains. To further explore the topic dependency problem on another
prevalent category of social media text – microblogs, we continue our research on sentiment
classification of tweets and propose an approach that helps a lexicon-based classifier to adapt
to different topics in Chapter 6. Lastly, we move up from the document level to the blog
level, and present our study of topic-biased subjective blog retrieval in Chapter 7.
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Background
This thesis focuses on sentiment analysis, including sentiment classification and sentiment
retrieval. This has been a heated field of research over the past two decades, attracting
computer scientists, computational linguists, psychologists and even sociologists. In this
chapter we first introduce the core concepts and techniques in sentiment analysis, which are
referred to later in this thesis; we then discuss recent developments of sentiment analysis
dedicated to social media. We’ve explored approaches to improving sentiment analysis by
resolving topic dependency problem and reducing topic-irrelevant or factual text. As such we
discuss relevant work to topic-sentiment interactions for sentiment analysis in the third and
fourth sections. We discuss other pieces of relevant work to this thesis in the last section.
2.1 Sentiment Analysis in General
In general, sentiment analysis deals with the computational treatment of (in alphabetical
order) opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity in text [Pang and Lee, 2008]. The notion of
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sentiment, in the context of this thesis, refers to opinions and subjectivity. Subjectivity was
first defined by linguists. A prominent study by Quirk et al. [1985] defined private state
as something not open to objective observation or verification, which included emotions,
opinions and other subjective content. This definition of private state was used the seminal
work of Wiebe [1994], who defined the private state as a tuple (p, experiencer, attitude,
object), representing an experiencer’s state p to his/her attitude toward an object. Most
other studies did not adopt such a strict definition, but used a simplified model that only
concerned the polarity of the sentiment and the target of the sentiment [Hu and Liu, 2004;
Pang et al., 2002]. In the TREC Blog Track and the Microblog Track, sentiment analysis
tasks are done in the context of information retrieval, therefore sentiment polarities are the
target of classification, and are annotated in the context of specific topics or queries.
2.1.1 What is Sentiment Analysis?
As is introduced previously, the term sentiment analysis can refer to either sentiment retrieval
or sentiment classification. The former aims to retrieve the subjective content of interest.
At the document level, a typical example is subjective summarisation, which retrieves the
opinionated portion of a document, and often with respect to a user-given query. Sentiment
retrieval can also take place at collection level, to retrieve opinionated documents from a
collection. More recent examples include aspect-based opinion summarisation, which oper-
ates at phrase level or sentence level to retrieve opinions towards aspects or product features.
This branch of sentiment analysis has gain increasing popularity over the past years, partially
thanks to the rapid development of topic modelling techniques.
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Sentiment classification is focused on evaluation and prediction of the sentiment polarities
(positive, negative, etc) of a piece of text (a word, a phrase, a sentence, a document, or a list of
documents). Another term for polarity is semantic orientation [Turney, 2002]. Earlier works
of SA are mostly related to sentiment classification, as the polarity is a natural abstraction
of collective opinion. Most studies classify comments or documents into two categories:
positive versus negative. This is also referred to as binary polarity classification. Koppel
and Schler [2006] argued that there were other comments that might express a mixed or
neutral sentiment and proposed to do Multi-class sentiment classification. Their study has
shown that by incorporating neutral category can lead to significant improvement in overall
classification accuracy, and this is achieved by properly combining pairwise classifiers. Multi-
class sentiment classification is also done in TREC Blog tasks. Aside from binary and multi-
class sentiment classification, there are work that focus on rating inference, which attempts
to classify the author’s opinion with respect to a multi-point scale (e.g. star ratings), but
this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We use the following example to further explain the tasks of sentiment analysis. The
excerpt is from a blog post in the TREC Blog08 Collection, under the topic 1032. The query
for this topic is What is the opinion of the movie I Walk the Line, and this post is annotated
as positive, which means it contains positive opinion towards the topic.
“I never knew much about Johnny Cash; I didn’t really know what to expect out
of this movie. I don’t even know if Walk The Line was an accurate depiction of
Cash’s life, but I don’t really care either. Walk The Line was an incredible movie,
an easy 5 out of 5... With witty dialog and a superb story, this movie was a lot
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of fun. The acting was better than good. At times, I felt as if Cash’s dead ghost
was possessing Joaquin’s body. Hey, if you’re on the edge about this movie, just
remember one thing: Johnny Cash recorded an album in a freaking prison. Now,
that’s cool.”
In a sentiment classification task, the aim is to automatically predict the polarity of the
document (positive). In a sentiment retrieval task, the target may be retrieving the opinions
relevant to the topic of interest. The majority of the sentences in the excerpt above are indeed
expressing opinions on the topic, and have commented on multiple aspects of the movie
including the dialog, story, etc. Aspect-based summarisation may produce the following
output,
Dialog witty
Story superb
Acting better than good etc . . .
Combining aspect-opinion pairs mined from a collection of documents, it is possible to mine
richer opinion-related information than polarities. That said, aspect-based summarisation
is typically applied to formal product reviews but not informal social media text, as the
latter is much less structured, and the latent relationship between opinion and target is often
expressed in an inexplicit way.
2.1.2 General Approaches to Sentiment Classification
Sentiment classification can be done at different levels of natural language structure. Hatzi-
vassiloglou and McKeown [1997] examined word-level subjectivity, achieving high precision
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(more than 90%) in predicting polarities of adjectives using constraints from conjunctions.
Phrase-level work is typified by that of Wilson et al. [2005], in which contextual polarities
of expressions are classified . In their work, a lexicon of words with established prior po-
larities has been used. Some studies have classified the sentiments of sentences [Yu and
Hatzivassiloglou, 2003; Kim and Hovy, 2004; Hu and Liu, 2004]. Among them, Yu and
Hatzivassiloglou averaged the semantic orientation of opinion words in a sentence to get its
overall sentiment, while the rest of the three studies multiply or count the prior polarities
of clue terms. Much work on sentiment classification is focused on predicting the overall
sentiment of documents [Turney, 2002; Dave et al., 2003b; Pang and Lee, 2004]. Turney
[2002] extracted potentially opinion-bearing phrases from the documents with a POS (Part
of Speech) tagger and calculate the sentiment orientation score for each phrase using PMI
(Point-wise Mutual Information) with reference words. The averaged score of the phrases
in a document was used to classify the document as either positive or negative, with no
consideration of inter-sentence inference. Dave et.al classified product reviews with various
types of features, using a number of classifiers including SVM (Support Vector Machine),
Naive Bayes and Maximum entropy. They also used a model that sums up the term scores
and used the sign of the sum to determine the polarity of the document. There are also work
that uses the inference between sentences to improve the classification at the document level.
In the cascaded model described in (McDonald et al. 2007), sentence polarities were used to
influence the document-level predictions.
Different representations of text have been used to model documents. The most common
is the bag-of-words model where each word in the document becomes a feature. The feature
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value is often using binary value (1 if it appears in the document, 0 if it does not). Other
values, such as the frequencies or tf-idf values of the terms have also been used. More complex
document representations make use of n-grams (n number of consecutive words) [Cui et al.,
2006], phrases (identified using parts of speech taggers), and negation words [Das and Chen,
2001]. The feature space gets sparser when more complex features are used. Pang et al. [2002]
discovered that bi-grams do not outperform unigram presence document models. Yet, if the
sparsity of the feature is not a problem, higher-order features (such as n-grams) have the
advantage of specifity and may result in better performance. In a study by [Cui et al., 2006], a
larger corpus than Pang’s movie dataset was used, and marginal improvement in performance
has been reported with n-grams. Similarly, negation-related features lead to improvements
of classification performance in the study by Dave et al. [2003a] but no improvements in
the study by Pang et al. [2002]. Existing literature does not provide a definitive answer to
whether term-weighting is benefitial either. In [Pang et al., 2002] term-weighting does not
lead to better performance, but in [Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2010], variants of the classic tf-idf
scheme provide significant increases in accuracy.
2.1.3 Supervised Classification Models
Sentiment classification models can be broadly categorised as machine-learning approaches
and lexicon-based approaches, though some algorithms [Zhang et al., 2011] have elements
of both. Most studies adopted machine learning classification approaches [Pang and Lee,
2004; Dave et al., 2003b]. Pang and Lee [2004] applied and compared three machine learning
methods, Naive Bayes, maximum entropy and Support Vector Machines, on a corpus of
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movie reviews with uniform class distribution. Their results showed that the support vector
machine model generally performed the best.
Machine learning models
Machine learning approaches to automatic sentiment classification can be categorised into
logic-based algorithms (typified by decision trees), neural networks(perceptrons, in particu-
lar), statistical learning algorithms (Naive Bayes, for instance), instanced-based learning(k-
nearest neighbor, for example), and support vector machines. Sentiment classification has
been regarded as a special case of text categorization. As such, approaches that have been
shown to be effective in traditional topic-based text categorization have been widely adapted
to sentiment classification [Pang and Lee, 2004]. Decision trees and neural networks are less
popular, but the former have often been used in feature selection. K-nearest neighbors have
been used in many graph-based algorithms.
Machine-learning approaches typically require labeled training data, and often use text
features as well as emoticons as features to train the classification model. To reduce the cost of
obtaining labeled training data, some sentiment-bearing tokens (e.g. emoticons, sometimes
even hashtags) with known sentiment polarities have been used to automatically collect
training instances. Go et al. [2009] used emoticons as ”noisy labels” to obtain ”positive” and
”negative” instances, and classified with various classifiers, among which MaxEnt achieved
an accuracy of 83% on their testing set, with combined unigram and bigram features. In
their work, emotions were treated as noisy labels. Pak and Paroubek [2010b] also used
emoticons as labels for training data and hd built a multinomial Naive Bayes classifier based
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on N-gram and POS-tags as features. They used entropy and salience of words/phrases
to further filter the feature list and have reported accurate classification results with low
decision values, where decision values determine the faction of documents retrieved from all
documents. Davidov et al. [2010] utilized 50 Twitter tags and 15 smileys as sentiment labels.
Liu et al. [2012] utilized both manually labeled data and noisy labeled data for training,
where emoticons were used to smoothen a supervised classification model.
2.1.4 Lexicon-based Classification Models
While the reported accuracies of machine learning approaches are often higher than lexicon-
based approaches, in general they suffer from two limitations. First, they tend to pick up
non-sentiment words as features and spurious patterns [Thelwall et al., 2012]; Second, once
trained on data from one domain, the performance of the classification model built can drop
dramatically on another domain [Aue and Gamon, 2005; Tan et al., 2007].
Recently, lexicon-based approaches [Taboada et al., 2011; Thelwall et al., 2012] have gain
popularity. Lexicon-based approaches can achieve stable performance across domains, and
the features used are more transparent to a human user. They typically employ opinion word
lexicons, such as SentiWordNet [Baccianella et al., 2010] and General Inquirer lexicon [Choi
and Cardie, 2009], to match against the text to be classified. The presence of annotated
(typically with opinion scores or scales) lexical items (opinion words/phrases) are processed
with linguistic rules to compute an overall semantic orientation of the document.When such a
pre-defined lexicon is not present, other unsupervised methods [Turney, 2002] can be adopted
to automatically construct a lexicon.
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2.2 Sentiment Analysis on Social Media
Sentiment analysis has initially been applied to corpora of documents that are from the
same genre, such as a corpus of movie reviews or a corpus of product reviews. The reviews
often come with star ratings, which provides a quantitative label for the documents, saving
the cost of manual annotation. Annotated datasets of web pages [Kaji and Kitsuregawa,
2007] and news articles [Wiebe and Riloff, 2005] have also been used in sentiment analysis.
With the rise of social media, blog posts [Macdonald and Ounis, 2006; He et al., 2008] and
twitter tweets [Ounis et al., 2011] have been widely used as the dataset for sentiment analysis.
Due to the vast number of users and timeliness of user-generated content, the social media
corpora has been used in various applications including box-office revenue prediction [Asur
and Huberman, 2010], H1N1 epidemics [Chew and Eysenbach, 2010] and earthquake effect
monitoring [Sakaki et al., 2010]. It has also been recognized as a valuable source for political
sentiment research [Diakopoulos and Shamma, 2010; Tumasjan et al., 2010].
Compared to social text such as blog posts and tweets, review articles are relatively more
topically focused and often written in a more formal style. As such, sentiment classification
of social text is in general more difficult than that of review-style documents. Next we discuss
some prominent studies done on blogs and microblogs.
2.2.1 Sentiment Analysis on Blogosphere
There exists a large body of literature on sentiment analysis of blog posts [O’Hare et al.,
2009; Mishne and Glance, 2006; Ounis et al., 2006; 2008]. In the TREC Blog Tracks the
majority of approaches proposed for the opinion distillation task, as well as studies that are
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related to or compared to this task, treat this task as a two-stage process. Zhang et al.
[2007] used a traditional information retrieval component to find topic-relevant documents,
and an opinion classification component to find documents having opinions from the results
of the topic-based retrieval component.
While approaches mentioned above have reported success, opinion extraction from blogs
still poses problems to be studied. A large number of anomalies are observed on the blog
text. New words, variations of existing words, and community jargon are common. The
sentences do not necessarily follow proper syntactic rules. To address the challenges by
informal web texts, Malouf and Mullen [2008] augmented text classification methods by
exploiting information about how posters interact with each other.
Another phenomenon observed on the blogosphere is frequent topic shifts [Nicolov et al.,
2008]. Taking into account nominal and pronominal coreference elements, Nicolov et.al have
reported a boost of system performance by about 10%.
2.2.2 Sentiment Analysis on Microblog
Twitter is a typical example of microblogging service, along with other services1, and has
attracted numerous sentiment studies on this corpus. Unlike other corpora, documents on
Twitter (tweets) are short – the maximum number of characters allowed is 140. Moreover,
tweets are typically full of slangs, misspellings and abbreviations. Other distinct features of
tweets include frequent usage of emoticons, and the usage of meta-data such as @ signs to
address users and hashtags (starting with the # symbol) to mark topics. Studies on Twitter
have taken advantage of such features. Hashtags can be used to model the semantic relation-
1For instance, Tencent Weibo, the largest blogging service in China: http://t.qq.com/
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ship between tweets. In the study by [Wang et al., 2011], the co-occurrence relationship of
hashtags has been found to be useful. They also showed that the performance can be remark-
ably improved when the literal meaning of hashtags were used. Similar utility of hashtags
was reported by the study by [Davidov et al., 2010]. Emoticons have typically been treated
as noisy labels [Go et al., 2009; Pak and Paroubek, 2010b]. There are also work that use
emoticons to smoothen language models for impoving sentiment analysis [Liu et al., 2012].
Extensive research has been done in the area of sentiment analysis on microblogs [Bar-
bosa and Feng, 2010; Bifet and Frank, 2010; Pak and Paroubek, 2010a; Jiang et al., 2011;
Mohammad et al., 2013; Brynielsson et al., 2014; Thelwall and Buckley, 2013]. The vast
majority of research in this field employ Machine Learning-based approaches such as Nave
Bayes [Fukunaga, 1990; Barbosa and Feng, 2010; Brynielsson et al., 2014] and Support Vec-
tor Machine [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995; Jiang et al., 2011]. An extensive list of features has
been explored in [Mohammad et al., 2013], including clusters, negation, and n-grams.
Lexicon-based approaches rely on opinion lexicons to classify text, and are thus confined
by the poor coverage of terms used in short informal social text. However, words from opinion
lexicons are direct indicators of sentiment and have the benefit of transparency to human
readers. SentiStrength [Thelwall and Buckley, 2013] has reported human-level accuracy for
short social web text in English, except political texts. The core of SentiStrength is a list of
2,608 terms together with a typical positive or negative sentimentstrength. In addition, there
are special rules for dealing with negations, questions, booster words (e.g., very), emoticons,
and a range of other special cases [Thelwall et al., 2010; 2012]. SentiStrength can operate
in a supervised mode which relies on a training dataset to adjust the lexicon terms, so as to
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give more accurate results in a different domain.
2.3 Topic Dependency in Sentiment Classification
Various studies aim to solve the problem of adapting a domain-dependent classifier to a
new domain. Back to the early years of sentiment analysis, Read [2005] have studied topic-
dependency (e.g. movie review vs. automobile reviews), domain-dependency (e.g. product
review articles vs. newswire articles) and temporal-dependency of supervised classifiers and
have shown that classifiers do not perform well when the training data is inconsistent with
data for prediction, and such inconsistency could be attributed to unmatched domains, topics
or data from different periods of time. In this thesis, we focus on techniques targeting topic
dependency. Note though, in the literature of transfer learning, the term domain is often
used interchangeably with topic, both referring to subjects that groups of documents are
semantically related to.
Techniques to adapt a domain-dependent classifier to a new domain are often referred
to as transfering learning techniques2, and can be roughly categorized [Zhang et al., 2012]
into four groups: feature representation transfer [Dai et al., 2008; Evgeniou and Pontil,
2007; Pan et al., 2008; Duan et al., 2009; Zhang and Si, 2009; Zhang et al., 2012], parameter
transfer [Bonilla et al., 2008; Lawrence and Platt, 2004], instance transfer [Dai et al., 2007;
Huang et al., 2006] and relation transfer [Mihalkova and Mooney, 2008; Mihalkova et al.,
2007; Davis and Domingos, 2009]. These techniques are focused on machine learning models,
and the majority of them require at least a small amount of labeled data from the target
2The terminologies domain adaptation and transfer learning are often used interchangeably, and in this
study we stick to the latter.
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domain. The approaches that do not require labeled data in the target domain include
the Structural Correspondence Learning (SCL) algorithm by Blitzer et al. [2007] and the
dimensionality reduction approach by Pan et al. [2008]. These approaches generally utilize
the common features between the source domain and the new domain to establish a link for
knowledge transfer. In [Blitzer et al., 2007] the link is built through the pivot features and
in [Pan et al., 2008] the link is built through a latent space that minimizes the difference
between different domain distributions. The process of using pivot features or latent space
to link the source and target domains is referred to as embedding learning. Recent work by
Bollegala et al. [2016] proposed to jointly optimise three objective functions that describe
domain-independent features, document polarities, and textual similarities. Their results
outperformed several baselines and have shown the importance of learning embeddings that
are sensitive to sentiment classification, which is different from SCL where the embeddings
are agnostic to the sentiment of the documents.
The majority of the transfer learning approaches do not apply to lexicon-based classifiers,
as lexicon-based classifiers rely on a large lexicon of words with a predefined average senti-
ment. To do domain-specific classification with lexicon-based classifiers several approaches
have been developed. Ponomareva and Thelwall [2012] use a graph to model a group of
labeled and unlabeled documents, and through the links between document nodes, the sen-
timent scores of unlabeled documetns are updated on the basis of the weighted sum of
sentiment scores of the nearest labeled and unlabeled documents. This approach operates at
the document level, therefore the classification process is no longer transparent to a human
user. Domain-specific lexicon expansion is another way to adapt a lexicon-based classifier to
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different domains. The approach by Thelwall and Buckley [2013] requires human intervention
to annotate the corpus and do a small amount of term selection for different domains. Choi
and Cardie [2009] adapted an existing lexicon to a given domain through an optimization
framework, where phrase-level subjectivity annotation was required. Becker’s work [Becker
et al., 2013] is the most related to ours. Their study was also built around Turney’s idea [Tur-
ney, 2002] of using pointwise mutual information (PMI) to construct a lexicon, but instead of
computing PMI between a word and reference words, they computed the PMI between a word
and sentiments. The sentiments were tagged by a polarity classifier before PMI calculation
in their work.
While emoticons have been used in sentiment analysis on Twitter [Go et al., 2009; Pak
and Paroubek, 2010b; Davidov et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012], and PMI calculation has been
used to construct opinion lexicons [Turney, 2002; Becker et al., 2013], there is no existing
work that uses emoticons as reference tokens to do domain-specific PMI-based expansion.
Also, when computing PMI, existing studies do not consider negation handling, therefore the
cooccurrence of a negated word/phrase and a reference word [Turney, 2002] (or sentiments
[Becker et al., 2013]) will give misleading information on the polarity of the word.
2.4 Noise Reduction to Improve Sentiment Classification
As is discussed previously, topic drift is a common phenomenon on the blogosphere and
may negatively impact the classification performance. In order to address this problem, we
propose to reduce the noise through automatic summarization.
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2.4.1 Text Summarization in a Glimpse
Techniques employed in automatic summarization can be categorized into extractive and
non-extractive techniques [Spa¨rck Jones, 2007]. The extractive strategy generally ensures
the well-formedness of the individual sentences, which is important for a human reader and
also for classifiers that employ linguistic rules. Earlier work in extractive summarization
typically scores and ranks sentences according to their component word significance [Luhn,
1958]. Later work [Xu and Croft, 1996] tailors the summaries to a topic (again in the form
of a user query), where sentences containing query terms are favoured. Other features that
imply significance, sentence location for instance, have been taken into consideration, too.
2.4.2 Joint Topic-sentiment Models
In recent years, there have been growing interests [Eguchi and Lavrenko, 2006; Mei et al.,
2007] on sentiment retrieval, which extract textual contents expressing opinions towards
aspects of a specific service or features of a particular product. The aspects or features
are called topics in existing topic modeling literature, unlike the concept of topic used in
this thesis, which refers to a a subject represented by a web query. Sentiment retrieval has
been done with various techniques. Natural language processing techniques [Ding et al.,
2009] have been proven to be effective in discovering such topics but they do not classify the
opinions. Choi et al. [2006; 2005] adopted CRF (Conditional Random Field)-based sequence
tagging classifiers to extract sources of sentiment as well as matching sentiments. Eguchi and
Lavrenko [2006] used generative language models to jointly model topic and sentiment and
evaluate their approach on the MPQA (Multi-Perspective Question Answering) opinion news
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article corpus [Wiebe et al., 2005b]. They assumed both a query and an intended sentiment
polarity, and sentiments were analyzed at the sentence level, aiming to find sentences that
are of a specific polarity and relevant to the given query.
There is a substancial body of research on aspect recognition in opinion mining. Aspects,
as well as the opinions associated with them, can be explicit or implicit [Chen and Chen,
2016]. Both supervised methods [Jakob and Gurevych, 2010; Mitchell et al., 2013; Xu et al.,
2014] and unsupervised methods [Qiu et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016] have been proposed.
Jakob and Gurevych [2010] treat opinion target extraction as an information extraction
task, and propose a supervised method based on CRF (Conditional Random Field). Their
algorithm performed well both in a single- and cross-domain setting. Mitchell et al. [2013]
model sentiment detection as a sequence tagging problem and also use CRF to jointly discover
people and organizations along with whether there is sentiment associated with them. Neural
Network has also been used to detect sentiments on aspects. Xu et al. [2014] proposed to
jointly detect the correct opinion word, the correct target as well as the linking relation with
a one-class deep Neural Network, and showed that their method outperformed four other
approaches, including an adjacency-rule-based approach [Hu and Liu, 2004], a co-occurrence-
based statistical model [Dunning, 1993], and two double propagation algorithms [Qiu et al.,
2009; Li et al., 2010]. Unsupervised approaches are often based on common opinion-bearing
seed words such as “good” and use syntactic relations to link opinions with targets. Double
propagation (DP) [Qiu et al., 2011] and other related methods [Zhou et al., 2013] then
use the seed opinion-target pairs to extract more aspects and opinion words. Unsupervised
methods have the key advantage of not requiring any labeled data, and some existing work
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has shown that unsupervised methods can perform better than supervised methods [Qiu
et al., 2011]. The syntactic rules used in double propagation can be further pruned with
an automatic greedy algorithm [Liu et al., 2015] to achieve better accuracy in extracting
aspect-opinion pairs. Zhang et al. [2015] proposed a novel approach with a dynamic process
of joint propagation and refinement to improve the DP process. The refinement is done
repeatedly until the Opinion Relation Graph model becomes stable. A recent variation
of double propagation by Liu et al. [2016] reported major improvement by employing the
framework of lifelong learning and using both semantic similarity and aspect associations for
recommendations.
The development of topic modeling techniques lead to a bulk of studies [Boyd-Graber
and Resnik, 2010; Brody and Elhadad, 2010; Lin and He, 2009; He et al., 2011; Ling et al.,
2008; Zhao et al., 2010] dedicated to joint models of sentiment and latent topic, deriving
from Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [Hofmann, 1999] and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al., 2003]. Both pLSA and LDA assume latent semantic struc-
ture in each document and infer such structure from word-document co-occurrences. These
approaches aim to discover latent topics from text and extract opinions expressed towards
them, therefore not suitable to solve our problem of finding the polarity of opinion expressed
on a provided topic (via a user query), but are useful in providing a multi-facet overview of
automatically discovered latent topics [Ling et al., 2008].
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2.4.3 Classification on Extracts
Extracts have been used for traditional topic classification, sentiment classification and eval-
uative sentence classification. Extraction methods include supervised graph-based extraction
methods [Pang and Lee, 2004], unsupervised graph-based approaches [Zhai et al., 2011],
and ensemble methods [Shen et al., 2007] which combine an array of heterogeneous ex-
traction techniques. The most similar work to ours is [Pang and Lee, 2004], which did
sentiment classification on opinion extracts of movie reviews with supervised models, achiev-
ing comparable classification results to that on full text. Their extracts were generated with
a graph-based algorithm, which partitioned text by calculating a minimum-cut through the
sentence nodes. In their study each sentence was associated with a sentiment facet score,
whereas in our model each sentence has both sentiment and topic facet scores. With the
minimum-cut algorithm it was not possible to adjust the length of the summaries. On av-
erage, their extracts contained about 60% of the source reviews words. Another piece of
related work is [Zhou et al., 2012]. In their study a word-based Nave Bayes and a regression
model were built on a small-scale manually annotated blog post collection. The regression
model was trained on sentiment polarities of the extracted sentences to predict document-
level polarity, and significantly better classification performance has been observed. With
the Nave Bayes classifier however, better results are observed on the extracts on one topic
but worse results on the other. Their study implied that different classification models had
different behaviors on the extracts. However, the scale of their data (163 documents from
two topics) made it difficult to draw a definitive conclusion on sentiment classification with
extracts. Also based on the idea of reducing noise for web page classification by means of
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summarization, Shen et al. [2007] proposed an ensemble method to combine different sum-
marization techniques through a weighted linear sum, but unlike our study, they performed
traditional topic classification. An improvement of more than 12% in accuracy over full text
has been reported. The summarization techniques employed by them include adapted Luhns
method [Luhn, 1958], Latent Semantic Analysis [Dumais, 2004], content body identification
by page-layout analysis, graph-based summarization and a supervised summarization model.
Their summarization technique was not query-biased (topic-oriented) and might incur a high
computation cost. Their extraction method was evaluated under two supervised models.
2.5 Blog Sentiment Retrieval
The work of Elsas et al. [2008] adapted a federated search model for blog retrieval. They
showed that the federated model with blog posts as retrieval units outperformed the large-
document model viewing a blog as a large document comprising all posts. The focus of their
work was on studying the pseudo-relevance feedback for posts and adapting it to improve
blog retrieval.
A substantial body of related work started in 2007, when the blog distillation task was
introduced into the TREC Blog Track [Macdonald et al., 2007b; Ounis et al., 2008]. Many
participating groups approached this task by adapting techniques used in other existing
search tasks. We focus only on major approaches used in post score aggregation, or in other
words the document representation model. He et al from the University of Glasgow [Hannah
et al., 2007; He et al., 2008] compared the blog distillation task to the expert finding task of
the Enterprise track [Bailey et al., 2007]. Expert finding is the task of ranking candidate
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people as potential subject matter experts with respect to a given query [Balog et al., 2006].
Each expert is associated with a collection of documents, and the retrieval model for this
task assumes that expert candidates would have a large number of documents relevant to
the query. This is similar to the blog retrieval task where each blog has a collection of
blog posts, and a relevant blog would have a large number of relevant posts. He et.al He
et al. [2008] adapted their voting model used in expert finding to feed search. Their model
considered both the count of relevant posts in a feed and the extent to which each post is
relevant. Seo et al from the University of Massachusetts [Seo and Croft, 2008b;a] viewed
this task as a resource selection problem, which originated from the distributed retrieval
paradigm. Distributed information retrieval is also known as federated search, which deals
with document retrieval across a number of collections. The resource selection task aims to
rank the document colletions so as to select the ones which are most likely to contain a large
number of relevant documents. In their work, the geometric mean of the the query likelihoods
of pseudo-clusters, which are essentially the most relevant posts in a blog, was used to evaluate
the blogs relevance to the query. Our work in blog sentiment retrieval was different from the
above described approaches in many ways. First, we focused our study on score aggregation
and did not use any query expansion module or proximity search techinques. Second, we
examined the relevance of blogs in two dimensions, which has not been addressed this way
by previous works. Third, we have proposed holistic score aggregation approaches combing
the two dimensions of post relevance, which are both shown to be effective.
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Text Corpora
Some of our data collections have been used in many chapters but with different sampling
approaches. Therefore, in this chapter, we provide a high-level introduction of the text
corpora used in this thesis. Four public data collections have been used in our experiments.
Here we briefly describe the background, the source and the format of the data, as well as
annotations if there is any.
3.1 TREC Blog Track Collections
The blogosphere is a rich source of opinions both in terms of the volume of data and the
coverage of topics. Researchers have long recognized the value of this resource.
A blog (also referred to as web log) is usually created and maintained by a web user who
shares his or her writings on the web. Each entry of such writings is called a blog post, and
is often followed by a list of replies from other web users, who contribute to the blog by
adding their responses. Readers of blogs usually follow a subscription pattern, where they
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run into an interesting blog post, browse through the other posts in the same blog, and if
still interested, subscribe to the blog with a reader software which automatically tracks the
updates through a file known as the blog feed (in the format of RSS1 or ATOM2). The most
popular software of this kind was Google Reader3, which has been powered down on 7 Feb,
2013 due to declining interest. However, the methods proposed for the task of blog retrieval
can still be applied to other similar tasks. Therefore, the value of relevant studies are not
invalidated.
The typical blog search behavior is shown in Figure 3.1, where Jane Anderson is a fictional
blog author who frequently comments on brands of cosmetics. Many large companies also
maintain official blogs for customer support or marketing purposes, among which is Google4.
In the example given, a web user wishes to explore public opinions about Lancome, while
another user is probably a geek and would like to keep updated about news from Google.
After finding the blogs, the two users subscribed to them via feeds.
The TREC Blog Track aims to explore the information seeking behavior in the blogo-
sphere, was first introduced in 2006, and was replaced by TREC Microblog Track in 2011.
Two data corpora have been used in Blog Track tasks: Blog06 and Blog08. These two cor-
pora were created by crawling blog posts from popular blogging service providers including
but not limited to Blogspot5, Xanga6, Livejournal7 and MSNSpaces8, providing a realistic
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSS
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ATOM
3http://reader.google.com
4http://googleblog.blogspot.com/
5This service was bought by Google in 2003 and is now hosted at a subdomain of blogspot.com. For
instance, Google’s official blog is hosted at http://googleblog.blogspot.com.
6http://xanga.com/
7http://www.livejournal.com/
8Microsoft’s blogging and social networking platform. The site was shut down in 2011. Refer to http:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows Live Spaces for a more detailed introduction
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Figure 3.1: The blog searching behavior
representation of the blogosphere.
The Blog06 [Ounis et al., 2006] collection was used from 2006 to 2008[Ounis et al., 2006;
Macdonald et al., 2007a; Ounis et al., 2008]. This collection is a sample of the blogosphere
crawled from 6 December 2005 to 21 February 2006. The collection sizes up to 148GB, and
comprises three components: XML feeds of 38.6GB, which are the blogs, Permalink docu-
ments of 88.8GB, which are the blog posts with associated comments, and HTML homepages
of 28.8GB, which are the entries to blogs. The permalink documents are the unit for the
opinion finding task and polarity tasks, and has over 3.2 million of documents.
The Blog08 [Macdonald et al., 2010] collection was first used in 2009. The data in this
collection was crawled from early 2008 to early 2009. The size of the uncompressed collection
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Table 3.1: Distribution of Topics in TREC Blog Track 2006-2007
by Category (Topic 851-950)
Category # of topics Category # of topics
politics 23 Music 3
entertainment 19 computers 2
sport 9 education 2
food 7 Local 2
technology 7 environment 1
internet 6 Fashion 1
religion 5 Gaming 1
business 4 shopping 1
science 4 transport 1
health 3 travel 1
is over 2TB, which includes 28,488,767 blog posts from 1,303,520 blogs.
Main tasks in the TREC Blog Track include,
1. Baseline adhoc retrieval task
This task aims to find blog posts that contain relevant information about a given topic
target.
2. Opinion finding retrieval task
This task aims to find blog posts that express an opinion about a given target. It can
be summarized as “What do people think about <target>”.
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3. Polarized opinion finding retrieval task
This task aims to categorize blog posts by sentiment polarity (positive, negative, etc).
4. Blog finding distillation task
This task aims to help a user to find blogs that covers a topic of interest. It can be
summarized as “Find me a blog with a principle, recurring interest in X”.
5. Faceted blog distillation
This task is a more refined version of the blog distillation task. Facets used in TREC
2009 include opinionated, personal, in-depth. Blogs to be found are evaluated with
consideration of these facets in addition to the topic-relevance.
6. Topic Stories Identification Task
This task aims to identify the top news stories and provide a list of relevant blog posts
discussing each story for a given unit of time.
The blog posts and blog feeds have been annotated by NIST judges to facilitate the
evaluation of the tasks. In this thesis, blog posts relevant to topics 851 - 950 and 1001 - 1050
are used for sentiment classification tasks, as these topics have both topic relevance labels
and sentiment polarity annotations. Details of these topics can be found in the Appendix,
presented in Table A.1.
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3.2 Twitter Collection
3.2.1 TREC Microblog Track 2011
The TREC Microblog track[Ounis et al., 2011] was introduced in 2011 to examine information
retrieval tasks and evaluation methodologies in microblogging environments such as Twitter.
The corpus is comprised of 16M tweets over approximately two weeks, from Jan 23, 2011 to
Feb 7, 2011 (inclusive). Each day of the corpus is split into files called blocks, each of which
contains about 10,000 tweets compressed using gzip. Each tweet is in JSON format, and
contains fields including (but not limited to):
• id str The string representation of the unique identifier for a Twitter user.
• screen name The screen name, handle, or alias that this user identifies themselves with.
screen names are unique but subject to change.
• text The actual UTF-8 text of the status update. This field has the content of the
Tweet.
The above mentioned fields are extracted for use in the experiments in this thesis. This
collection was used for the real-time search task, which can be summarised as: At time t, find
tweets about topic X.[Ounis et al., 2011] 50 new topics are created based on the Tweets2011
collection. Relevance judgements are done by NIST assessors, using a three-point scale:
1. Not Relevant The content of the tweet does not provide any useful information on the
topic, or is either written in a language other than English, or is a retweet.
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2. Relevant The tweet mentions or provides some minimally useful information on the
topic.
3. Highly Relevant A highly relevant tweet will either contain highly informative content,
or link to highly informative content.
No sentiment polarity annotation is available from TREC for this collection.
3.2.2 Stanford Sentiment140 Collection
Sentiment140 [Go et al., 2009] was created by three Computer Science graduate students at
Stanford University for sentiment analysis research. In their study, emoticons are used as
noisy labels. The emoticons they used are included in Table 3.2. We only used the training
Positive Emoticons Negative Emoticons
:) :(
:-) :-(
: ) : (
:D
=)
Table 3.2: Emoticon Mapping in Sentiment 140
data from Sentiment140 for experimentation. To create the training data, a scraper[Go et al.,
2009] was used to query the Twitter API periodically, sending a query for :) and a separate
query for :( at the same time. The tweets in the training set are scraped from the time period
between April 6, 2009 to June 25, 2009, and include 800,000 tweets with positive emoticons,
and 800,000 tweets with negative emoticons.
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3.3 Movie Review Dataset
The Cornell movie-review dataset9 was created by Pang et.al [Pang and Lee, 2004]. The
corpus includes three datasets,
1. Sentiment polarity dataset
2. Sentiment-scale dataset
3. Subjectivity dataset
In this thesis, only the Sentiment polarity dataset is used. This dataset includes 1000 positive
and 1000 negative review articles labeled at the document level. Adwait Ratnaparkhi’s
sentence boundary detector MXTERMIATOR is used to split documents into sentences, and
each line in the text files corresponds to one sentence.
9http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data
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Topic Dependency in Sentiment
Classification
To study the interactions between sentiment and topics in a sentiment classification task,
we start by examining the performance of popular sentiment classifiers on a diverse range
of topics. After analysing such interactions, we then propose methods to improve sentiment
classification in the context of specific topics.
4.1 Introduction
This section presents a study on analysis of blog posts for their sentiments, or opinions, with
a focus on topic dependency. Specically a blog post is analyzed and classified into three
categories: positive sentiment, negative sentiment or mixed sentiment.
We adopt a dictionary-based approach by using a generic sentiment lexicon developed by
a linguistic study [Wiebe et al., 2005a]. We represent blog posts as bags of sentiment words
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and use the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Joachims, 1998] learning model to classify
blog posts. The purpose of this study is not to propose a new classification algorithm, but to
examine the performance of a popular supervised classifier in the context of topic-dependency.
Given that both the sentiment lexicon and the classification model are generic, our research
question is: if a global classification of blog posts accross topic genres would achieve a similar
performance as a local classification of blog posts of a certain topic genre.
This study is done on the data set used in the TREC Blog Track‘s polarity task. The task
aims to identify the polarity of the opinions in the retrieved documents (blogs) in response
to a search topic. A problem with the evaluation of this task is that sentiment analysis is
mingled with topic search and rank task, as a result, it is hard to ascertain the effectiveness
of a certain sentiment analysis method. Thus we extract a sub-collection that includes only
the relevant and subjective posts to run our experiments on.
4.2 Classification Model
We choose to use the Support Vector Machine (SVM)[Joachims, 1998] as our classification
model. In topic categorization, typically all words except the stop words are used by SVM.
In this study however, a generic lexicon is used as the feature list in order to provide a
fair comparison between local classification and global classification of blog posts. Next we
introduce the lexicon we used and the SVM classifier.
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4.2.1 A General Sentiment Lexicon
Identification of sentiment words is fundamental to sentiment analysis and classification.
There are two broad methods to identify sentiment words and build sentiment lexicon. One
method is through manual construction in which annotators manually annotate a list of words
or phrases [Subasic and Huettner, 2001] or find and annotate sentiment words from a given
corpus [Pang et al., 2002; Wiebe et al., 2005a]. Another method is to build a lexicon from a
small number of seed words with pre-determined sentimental polarity, and then populate the
seed list through learning or other relationships. For example, Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown
[Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997] expanded a seed list by adding those words that are
linked to seed words through conjunction such as and, or, but, either-or, or neither-or ; while
Kim and Hovy [2004] made use of WordNet to populate seed words through synonym and
antonym relationships. In our study, we use the sentiment lexicon developed by Wiebe et al.
[2005b]. This lexicon list has 8221 annotated words resulted from manual annotation of a
10,000-sentence corpus of news articles of various topics. The following is an example of such
an annotation:
Annotation Example type=strongsubj len=1 word=admire pos=verb stemmed=y pri-
orpolarity=positive
The property prior polarity indicates the attitude being expressed by the word admire
and has three values: positive, negative and neutral. The neutral tag is for those subjective
expressions that do not have positive or negative polarity. The property type indicates the
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expression intensity and here it has binary values: strong or weak. As annotation was done
within context of a sentence, the grammar function of a word is also annotated, for example,
the word admire here is a verb. Thus a word may occur twice or more in the list depending
on which grammar function a word acts in the original text for annotation, for example, the
word “cooperation” is annotated as adjective and none. This list also includes words with
multiple morphemes, for example, cooperate, cooperation, cooperative, and cooperatively.
4.2.2 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been widely used in text categorisation, and with re-
ported success [Joachims, 1998]. In an SVM model, objects are represented as vectors. In
learning a model to classify two classes, the basic idea of SVM is to find a hyperplane, rep-
resented by a vector, that separates objects of one class from objects of other classes at a
maximal margin. When using a linear kernel, SVM learns a linear threshold function. With
polynomial and radial basis kernels, SVM can also be used to learn polynomial and radial
basis classifiers. SVM Multiclass1 is an implementation of the multi-class SVM, and is based
on Structural SVMs [Tsochantaridis et al., 2004]. Unlike regular SVMs, structural SVMs can
predict complex objects like trees, sequences, or sets. SVMstruct can be used for linear-time
training of binary and multi-class SVMs under the linear kernel. Features extracted jointly
from the input and the output are used to form an optimal separation plane.
1The package can be downloaded from http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm light/svm multiclass.
html
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4.2.3 Opinion Word Extraction
To apply a classification model effectively, a key issue is feature selection, i.e. what input will
be given to a classification model. The feature selection is application dependent - how do we
want to classify a set of documents, and what are prominent features from a set of documents
that can separate them from each other. For the sentiment classification task, it is intuitive
that we identify those opinion words from a set of documents as classification features. In
this study, we simply treated opinion words as tokens and did not apply natural language
processing methods such as Part-Of-Speech tagging to analyse the grammatical function of
those words. We apply the Porter stemming method to the list and group different forms of
the same word, and this leaves us 4919 words. A closer look at the stemmed opinion words
reveals some interesting facts. There are 103 words that are of contradictory polarities. After
we removed these words, we had 4816 words with unique sentiment polarity. However, there
are also some words that have mixed levels of strength. In lieu of this, we created a new level
of strength and named it contextual strength; there are a total of 194 in this category. The
distribution of opinion words in terms of polarity and strength is summarised in Table 4.1.
Positive Negative Neutral Total
Strong 954 2061 107 3192
Contextual 81 98 14 194
Weak 544 783 163 1490
Total 1579 2942 284 4816
Table 4.1: Distribution of Opinion Words
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4.2.4 Opinion Word Vectors
In information retrieval, each document is represented by all tokens from a collection. How-
ever, for the purpose of opinion classification, we represent a document as a vector of opinion
word tokens and ignore those words that do not express any sentiment. As in retrieval mod-
els, we weight each feature (an opinion word) of the document vector. The tf × idf weight
of an opinion word f in a document d is:
wfd = tffd × log |D||Df |
where tffd is the frequency of word f in document d.
|D|
|Df | is inverse document frequency
of f |D| is the number of documents in the collection, and |Df | is the number of documents
containing f . We expect that this model is general enough to be applied to opinion classifi-
cation.
4.3 Evaluation
4.3.1 Topic-independent versus Topic-dependent Classification
Opinion classification is usually applied to a set of documents that are of the same genre or
about a similar topic such as movie reviews and product reviews. With a huge number of
opinionated documents on the Web and the nature of inexact match of a Web search engine,
it is unlikely that we can always get a set of documents from the same genre to classify. As a
sentiment lexicon is independent of semantic topic of a document, we then investigate if there
exists any difference between classification of documents that are about mixed topics and
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documents about a topic; we call these two types of document classification topic-independent
(or global) classification and topic-dependent (or local) classification respectively.
4.3.2 Experiment Set-up
A subset of the TREC Blog track 2006 collection, Blog06, is used for experimentation. The
details about the Blog06 collection can be found in Chapter 3. The content of a blog post is
defined as the content of the blog post itself and the contents of all comments to the post.
A blog post is considered having subjective content if it contains an explicit expression of
opinion or sentiment about the target, showing a personal attitude of the writer [Ounis et al.,
2006]. Fifty topics were selected by NIST from a collection of queries of a commercial search
engine for the opinion retrieval task. For a topic, permalink documents are tagged with
NIST relevance judgement, with the following categories (or scales) [Ounis et al., 2006]:not
judged(-1), not relevant(0), relevant(1), negative(2), mixed(3) and positive(4). The Blog06
collection was used for both TREC-2006 and TREC-2007 Blog Track. Fifty (different) topics
were used for each conference. For each topic, we selected documents with NIST assessor
relevance judgement scale of 2 (negative), 3 (mixed - both positive and negative) and 4
(positive) for our study. Table 4.2 shows the distribution of documents in different categories
in TREC-2006 and TREC-2007 respectively. The Zettair search engine 2 was used to index
documents with the sentiment lexicon. Each document was converted into a vector of opinion
words with the weighting scheme as described in Section 4.2.4.
2http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
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Category TREC-2006 TREC-2007
Negative 3,707 (32.15%) 1,844 (26.34%)
Mixed 3,664 (31.78%) 2,196 (31.37%)
Positive 4,159 (36.07%) 2,960 (42.29%)
Total 11,530 7,000
Table 4.2: Distribution of document categories in TREC-2006 and TREC-2007
4.3.3 Topic-independent Opinion Classification
To train the topic-independent opinion classification model, we pooled and indexed all doc-
uments from 50 topics in TREC-2006. The SVM model was then trained on the converted
opinion-word vectors with judgement scale >= 2. Ten-fold cross validation experiment was
conducted on all 10,737 documents of 50 topics. It showed an overall accuracy of 52.90±3%,
that is 52.9% of documents correctly classified, with a standard deviation of 3%.
4.3.4 Topic-dependent Opinion Classification
To examine the interactions between topics and opinion classification accuracy, topics of
TREC-2006 that contain at least 10 documents from each opinion category (recall that there
are 3 categories positive, negative or mixed) were extracted, this resulted in 36 topics and
9,771 documents in total. To evaluate the accuracy of topic-dependent opinion classification,
we individually indexed documents from the same topic, and applied ten-fold cross validation
experiment to each topic collection accordingly. On average, the topic-dependent model
achieved an accuracy of 63 ± 13%, significantly higher than that achieved by the topic-
independent model.
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Figure 4.1: Classification accuracy: Topic-independent vs. topic-independent
4.3.5 Blind Test of the Classification Model
The topic-independent classification model trained on documents with TREC-2006 judg-
ments were blind tested on documents with TREC-2007 judgements. 27 topics that contain
at least 10 documents in each category were used in our study. The model showed an accuracy
of 42% on the whole collection. The drop in performance compared to that of 10-fold cross
validation (52.9±3%) may be attributed to the change of topics between the two collections,
which in turn suggests that there is strong correlation between topics and opinion words.
On the other hand, in the 10-fold cross validation experiment on the TREC-2007 collection,
the topic-dependent model achieved an average accuracy of 55%. We extracted individual
topic‘s accuracy for the topic-independent model, and used a paired Wilcoxon test to com-
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pare the difference in classification accuracy between the topic-independent model and the
topic-dependent model. The improvement in classification accuracy of the topic-dependent
model over that of the topic-independent model is statistically significant (p < 0.001). Fig-
ure 4.1 shows the summary of two models. As we can see that the topic-dependent model
achieved higher accuracy than the topic-independent model.
4.4 Summary
We have described our research on supervised opinion classification of blogs. We have in-
vestigated the difference of global classification of documents from mixed topics and local
classification of documents from the same topic. Our experiment on the TREC Blog collec-
tions has shown that the local classification is significantly more accurate than the global
classification. This might be because that documents from the same topic tended to have a
similar set of sentiment words. Our research will then concentrate on developing topic-specific
opinion classification models, especially it is anticipated that the annotation of opinion words
tensity can be used to further improve such models.
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Improving Sentiment Classification
of Blog Posts by Reducing Topic
Drift
Chapter 4 shows that better results of sentiment classification of blog posts can be achieved
when the classifier is trained on posts from the target domain (relevant to the topic specified
by the user). In this chapter we present another study to improve sentiment classification in
the context of topics. Here we focus on a phenomenon prominent in blog posts – topic drift.
5.1 Introduction
Unlike news stories and product reviews which usually have a strong focus on a single topic,
blog posts on a topic often contain significant portions of drift text, as is shown in the example
below, which is extracted from a post about the documentary March of the Penguins.
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“This is a must-see documentary about the mating ritual of Antarctic penguins... I snif-
fled and nodded I know what that feels like... We received news yesterday that the donors´
ultrasound exam was normal, so we are good to go. Am feeling detached and ambivalent
again...”
The author comments on the documentary first, but then drifts to her personal experience.
The polarity of the opinion shown in the drift portion of the text is not necessarily consistent
with the authors opinion on the topic, which misleads the classifier.
Sentiment classification of blog posts has been done in a two-phase process [Ounis et al.,
2006]. Posts are classified with regard to their relevance to a topic expressed as a user
query, and if relevant, are then classified by their sentiment polarity1. The topic drift within
relevant documents are not addressed. Recently much work has been done on classification
on extracts. Yet they are either conducted on documents from a single domain and does not
address the topic drift, e.g. movie reviews [Pang and Lee, 2004], or tested only with supervised
classifiers [Pang and Lee, 2004; Zhou et al., 2012], thus confined from drawing a definitive
conclusion on the effectiveness of classification on extracts. Most existing work considering
both opinion and topic focuses on retrieving opinion text content without classification [Jo
and Oh, 2011; Lin and He, 2009; Zhang and Ye, 2008].
We surmise that using topic focused extracts (the portion of text that expresses opinions
on the given query) may improve the classification of opinions expressed towards a topic.
The research questions we address are: 1. Can topic-focused opinion extraction methods
(multi-facet extraction) lead to better sentiment classification than the single-facet opinion
1In later discussions we use the terms topic and query interchangeably. We also use the terms sentiment
and opinion interchangeably in this section
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extraction methods? 2. How does the classification of blog posts with extracts compare to
that on full text?
To answer the research questions, we develop multi-facet extracts and contrast the clas-
sification performance on different types of extracts as well as that on the full text. In the
pilot study, the extracts are generated by human judges, so as to validate the hypothesis
that reducing topic drift can lead to more accurate sentiment classification; after that, we
propose automatic extraction methods.
Automatic extraction techniques have been used for traditional topic classification, sen-
timent classification and evaluative sentence classification. Extraction methods include su-
pervised graph-based extraction methods [Pang and Lee, 2004], unsupervised graph-based
approaches [Zhai et al., 2011], and ensemble methods [Shen et al., 2007] which combine an
array of heterogeneous extraction techniques. We hypothesize that using automatically gen-
erated topic focused extracts (the portion of text that expresses opinions on the given query)
can also improve the classification of opinions expressed towards a topic.
Aiming for a comprehensive study on classification performance using the extracts, we
test our automatic extraction methods on the TREC Blog collection, and benchmark our
classifiers and extracts on the Movie Review Dataset [Pang and Lee, 2004]. The former is a
collection of blog posts in a wide range of domains, and the latter is a popularly used dataset
for sentiment classification.
Different types of extracts are classified with a number classification models on a wide
range of topics. To examine how length affects the classification performance, we focus on
rank-based methods; to ensure the readability of the extracts we extract at the sentence level.
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Several typical classifiers are employed in this chapter: a supervised Naive Bayes classifier
[Pang and Lee, 2004] trained on uni-gram word features, a logistic regression model with
token counts as inputs, and a state-of-the-art unsupervised lexicon-based classifier, SOCAL
[Taboada et al., 2011], which leverages linguistic rules. The Naive Bayes model and the
logistic regression model are used in the pilot study. The same Naive Bayes classifier was
again applied on the automatic extracts, together with the lexicon-based classifier.
We have found that multi-facet extraction methods produce better extracts for classifica-
tion with both the supervised Nave Bayes classifier and the lexicon-based SOCAL classifier.
Sentiment classification on extracts with 5% of the sentences can achieve comparable perfor-
mance to that on full text, and on 70% of the sentences can be more accurate than full text.
An investigation on 20 domains shows that our approach works on most of the domains.
Next we introduce the pilot study.
5.2 Pilot Study
To our best knowledge, few study has applied sentiment classification on manual extracts.
Because of this, it is not possible to verify whether the problems result from quality of
the extracts, or the method employed. In order to isolate these effects we have manually
extracted relevant sentences. Therefore we annotated randomly sampled documents from
two different topics used in Blog06 and Blog07 tasks in TREC. The descriptions of these two
topics are shown in Table 5.1. We adopted the document-level labels annoated by NIST
judges, and adapted their annotation scheme to suit our case. We labeled each sentence in
the documents both by topicality and sentiment orientation. We propose two approaches
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Table 5.1: An outline of the two topics we used in
the collection
Topic #1 Description
869 83 Find opinions worldwide to the
cartoons depicting the Muslim
prophetMuhammad printed in a
Danish newspaper.
903 80 Find documents stating opinions
about Apple CEO Steve Jobs.
1 The number of posts we kept in the collection for the
topic
to classifying the document polarity with on-topic extracts. Both approaches are based on
sentence-level polarities. We contrast their performance with that of a word-based classifier.
Our preliminary experiments have shown that one of our approaches has better performance
than that of the word-based classifier using the original posts on both topics. We also
note that the word-based approach performs better on the extract than the original post
on one topic, but has a lower average accuracy on the other. This suggests that sentiment
classification on the on-topic extracts may indeed be more accurate than on the original
posts, but models based on the word-distributions may not work well with the extracts. Pang
extracted on-topic and subjective sentences with the minimum-cut algorithm and Lloret used
the SUMMA toolkit [Saggion, 2008].
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5.2.1 Manual Annotation
We propose a simple annotation scheme to study the topic drift phenomenon. The scheme can
be described as a set of rules, as explained below. We adopt the topic descriptions provided in
the TREC Blog 06 data set to judge whether a sentence is on-topic. The descriptions for the
two topics we used are shown in Table 5.1, and all the following examples are extracted from
posts of topic 869, which is about “the cartoons depicting the Muslim prophetMuhammad
printed in a Danish newspaper”.
topicality
A sentence is either on-topic or drifting.
• A sentence that directly mentions the query topic is considered on-topic.
An on-topic example:
They claim he’s racist, largely because he reports stories like these: about appease-
ment in Europe:The Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten recently published cartoons of
Mohammed, and Danish Muslims went crazy, rioting and threatening the newspaper.
A drifting example:
Little Green Footballs has interesting posts (but the comments sections isn’t usually very
edifying, just so you know), but a lot of people don’t like Charles Johnson, the host of
the site.
• If it can be implied from the context that the sentence is about the topic, the sentence
should also be considered on-topic. Both sentences before and after the target sentence
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should be taken into consideration.
“The UN is Appeasing Muslims - Again.”, followed by “UN Concerned over Prophet
Cartoons by Ole Damkjaer...”
This sentence itself does not directly mention the cartoons, but the word “appeasing”
actually refers to the UN’s response to the cartoon incident, and is thus on-topic.
• A sentence that addresses more than one topic, including the target topic, is still
labelled as on-topic.
“Fjordman, the Norwegian blogger (how sorely his invaluable reports from Scandinavia
will be missed when he quits blogging next week) that , the , has over the 12 cartoons [see
them ] depicting the prophet Muhammad which were published in the Danish newspaper
Jyllands-Posten last September.”
This sentence is on-topic, although it also mentioned comments on Fjordman’s quit
from blogging.
• Sentences from quoted content are processed in the same way as the sentences written
by the author.
“In a letter to the 56 member countries of the Organization of the Islamic Conference
(OIC), she states: ‘I understand your concerns and would like to emphasize that I regret
any statement or act that could express a lack of respect for the religion of others‘. ...
the 56 Islamic governments have asked Louise Arbour to raise the matter with the
Danish government ‘to help contain this encroachment on Islam, so the situation won‘t
get out of control.‘”
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This sentence is on-topic because “a lack of respect for the religion of others“ refers to
the cartoon incident.
Sentiment Orientation
An on-topic sentence can have one of the four polarities in our system: neutral, negative,
mixed, positive. The label unknown is automatically assigned to drifting sentences, since
such sentences are discarded in the classification models we proposed. The definition of the
other four labels are the same as defined in the TREC Blog track.
• The polarity of the opinion is evaluated with regard to the query topic. If the sentence
is about multiple topics, only the relevant opinion towards the target topic is consid-
ered when labeling. Opinions expressed in drifting sentences are not labeled, and the
sentiment polarity of all drifting sentences is defaulted to unknown.
This is because our task is to find and classify opinions targeted at a specific topic,
therefore the irrelevant sentences are not useful.
“Running a newspaper is a tough business these days.” This sentence is opinionated,
but not on the topic. We label it as unknown.
“While one cartoon was particularly offensive because it showed the prophet as wearing
a turban with a bomb attached to it, a great deal of the anger had to do with the mere
depiction of the prophet.”
This sentence is right on topic, and explicitly showed negative opinion towards the
cartoons: “offensive”, thus labeled as negative.
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• We do not identify the opinion holders. Whether or not the opinion was expressed
by the author is not examined in the annotation process. In fact, many posts quote
statements from newspapers and other media but not showing any opinion of the author
himself/herself. Ideally, only the author’s opinions should be considered, as most users
seem to be more interested in the author’s opinions. Nevertheless, our sentence-level
annotation rules must be consistent with the document-level annotations, which we
adopted from NIST annotators at the TREC conference. In their annotation scheme,
the holder of the opinion was not taken into consideration. To be consistent, we followed
their scheme.
“In a letter to the 56 member countries of the Organization of the Islamic Conference
(OIC), she states: “I understand your concerns and would like to emphasize that I
regret any statement or act that could express a lack of respect for the religion of others”.
... the 56 Islamic governments have asked Louise Arbour to raise the matter with the
Danish government “to help contain this encroachment on Islam, so the situation won‘t
get out of control.”
The quoted content bears negative opinion toward the cartoons, though not expressed
by the author. We label this sentence as negative.
• When a sentence bears opinions towards a statement which is related to the topic, we
must take the opinion expressed in that statement into consideration.
“The Islamic governments have expressed satisfaction with the reply from Louise Ar-
bour.”
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Figure 5.1: The Labeling Interface
Since Louise Arbour holds negative opinions towards the cartoons, the Islamic govern-
ments holds negative opinions as well. Thus the sentence is labeled as negative.
The Labeling Procedure
Two topics from the TREC Blog Track 2006 and 2007 tasks were used in the annotation.
NIST annotators have already labelled the documents by topicality as well as sentiment
polarity. We adopted the document-level annotations made by NIST assessors. For our
study, we only used the posts labelled as 2 or 4, as people are generally more interested in
these opinions rather than mixed and neutral. In order to reach more reliable conclusions
in the classification experiments, we chose the topics which have a relatively large number
of posts with a reasonable length. We used 300 words as the threshold for selecting posts,
and after filtering out the short posts, we chose only the topics which have at least 50 posts
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in both the negative and the positive classes. When building the corpus for each topic, we
sampled as many posts as possible, while keeping the number of posts the same in each class.
The details of the topics are listed in Table 5.1, and the steps we followed to build the
collection are explained below.
1. We extract the html section from the Blog06 collection, and run a preprocessing pro-
gram to keep only the original post and the replies of web users. We save each post in
a single document.
2. For each post, we split the text into sentences. A regular expression is used to perform
this task. Note however, there is some noise in the collection due to sloppy punctua-
tion and therefore the sentences were not perfectly segmented. There are cases where
multiple sentences are grouped as one, and cases where a single sentence is mistakenly
split into two. Nonetheless, this does not significantly affect the accuracy of our clas-
sification models, as such cases are rare, and none of our models is based directly on
the number of sentences. More explanation follows in Section 4, when the classification
models are introduced.
3. By default, each sentence was labelled as irrelevant, and the sentiment polarity is
labelled as Unknown.
4. The sentences and the posts were then uploaded to a database. The labels that an
annotator applied to the sentence were also kept in a database.
Our annotators were able to view the full post when labelling each sentence, so that the
context was taken into consideration. The sentences were shown according to the sequence
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Table 5.2: Topic drift on the topics we used in the
collection
Topic Doc Neu Neg Mix Pos drifting
869 14323 0.23% 7.19% 0.06% 6.16% 86.36%
903 12429 6.56% 3.23% 0.14% 6.68% 83.40%
1 Measured by # of characters and averaged over all
documents in the topic
they appeared in the blog post, but the annotator could always move backwards to change
the labels made previously. As the task itself was rather subjective, we did not provide a
detailed annotation guide. Instead, we showed the annotation rules on the side panel of the
labeling interface, as indicated by Figure 5.1, and allowed the annotator to relate to their
background knowledge when making the judgement.
Stats of the Annotated Dataset
With our manually annotated corpus we were able to show some statistics on the phenomenon
of topic drift. Table 5.2 shows some statistical details about the two topics. The drifting
sentences constitutes as much as 86.36% and 83.40% on topic 869 and 903 accordingly. The
amount of the four types of sentences has been normalized by the document length, and are
shown in averaged percentages over all documents in each topic. It is also noteworthy that
all documents in our collection have drifting portions with regard to the query.
The distribution of the sentences by sentiment polarity are shown in boxplots. Figure 5.2
shows the distribution of the sentences in the negative documents of topic 869, Figure 5.3
shows the distribution of the sentences in the positive documents of topic 869, and Figure 5.4
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shows the distribution of the sentences in the negative documents of topic 903, and Figure
5.5 shows the distribution of the sentences in the positive documents of topic 903. It can be
seen from the four graphs that sentences labeled as bearing mixed opinions are quite rare
on both topics. Neutral sentences, on the other hand, have very different distributions on
the two topics in the collection. This is mainly due to a rather special topic description:
“Find opinions worldwide to the cartoons depicting the Muslim prophetMuhammad printed
in a Danish newspaper.“ As the description specifically asks for opinionated content, the
annotator ignored most of the neutral content. The amounts of positive and negative content
has a rather strong correlation with the document polarities on both topics, and particularly
so with topic 869.
In our data set every sentence has a sequence number that identifies its position in the
document. With this information we are able to show the locations where subjective sentences
appeared in the documents. We normalized the position by dividing the sequence number
by the total number of sentences in each document, and plotted Figure 5.6 and 5.7 for
topic 869 and 903 respectively. In the documents on both topics the first 20% of the text is
a highly probably region where subjective sentences appear. The distribution of subjective
sentences in other portions of the text varies significantly in the two topics.
An inter-annotator agreement test has been done on a subset of the posts from both topics
to measure the reliability of the annotation. 20 blog posts from each topic were randomly
drawn, and each post got annotated by exactly two annotators. As has been explained in
the annotation scheme, a sentence can be labeled as on-topic or drifting. If drifting, the
sentiment polarity is labeled as unknown; otherwise the sentence can be assigned one of the
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Figure 5.2: Negative Documents in Topic 869
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Figure 5.3: Positive Documents in Topic 869
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Figure 5.4: Negative Documents in Topic 903
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Figure 5.5: Positive Documents in Topic 903
four sentiment labels: neutral, negative, mixed or positive. The agreement on topicality labels
is calculated across all sentences from the sample sets. The agreement on sentiment labels,
on the other hand, is based on sentences that both annotators labeled as on-topic. This is
because unknown is not really a sentiment label – it means that the annotator has chosen to
discard it, therefore comparing it against the sentiment label assigned by the other annotator
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in Topic 903
Table 5.3: Inter-annotator Agreement
Topic Topicality Sentiment
869 0.923 0.960
903 0.969 0.913
is meaningless. The Cohen’s kappa coefficients are shown in Table 5.3. Interestingly, a
manual inspection of the sentences that annotators disagreed on shows that all of them are
either labeled as drifting or as neutral by at least one annotator, which indicates that the
annotators tend to be very consistent on assigning positive and negative labels, and these
are the sentences that affect classification most. Overall the agreement coefficients observed
have shown that the annotations are quite reliable.
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5.2.2 Classification
To tackle the problem of topic drift in the blogs we propose to do sentiment classification
on the on-topic extracts. We validate the effectiveness of our approach by contrasting the
performance on the full posts with that on the extracts. Our baseline approach uses the Naive
Bayes classifier, which is a traditional classifer commonly used in text mining, and treats the
blog post as a whole in the classification process. Reasonable performance of this model has
been reported in existing literature [Pang et al., 2002]. Also, when comparing our proposed
approaches with this baseline system our main objective is not to improve the document-level
classification models, but rather, to compare the performance of classification on full posts
with that on on-topic snippets. For this purpose, this model is sufficient to validate our
hypothesis.
Unlike probabilistic classifiers such as Naive Bayes, humans judge document polarities not
by examining the word distributions, but by aggregating the polarities of sub-documental
natural language structures. Motivated by this, we explore models that simulate this process.
In this study we treat the sentence as the basic opinion-bearing structure, and aim to predict
the document polarity by aggregating the sentence polarities. Existing studies [Hu and
Liu, 2004; Kim and Hovy, 2004; Nasukawa and Yi, 2003; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005; Khan
et al., 2011] have shown that automatic sentence-level prediction can be done at a reasonable
accuracy. Combined with our approach, it will then be possible to predict the document
polarity with a reasonable performance. Such techniques are subject to further study and are
not the focus of this chapter. In our work we directly use the ground truth - human-annotated
sentence polarities, and propose two models: a voting model and a logistic regression model.
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Although our techniques could be applied to multi-class problems, in this chapter we limit
our scope to a two-class problem, i.e. we are only interested in classifying documents bearing
either positive or negative opinions. This decision is made primarily due to the scarcity of
documents in other classes.
The Supervised Word-based Approach
We adopted a simple Naive Bayes model similar to the approach reported in Pang’s work
[Pang et al., 2002]. In this model, all of the words, aside from the stop words, from the post
are included as features. Each document is represented as a vector consisting of the tf-idf
values of the symbols2, and ended with the the class label.
−→
D = {tf · idfw1 , tf · idfw2 , ..., tf · idfwi , class} (5.1)
where tf · idf is defined as,
tf · idf = tf(t, d)× log |D||{d : t ∈ d}| (5.2)
Here, tf(t, d) is the frequency of the term in the document, and log |D||{d:t∈d}| is the number
of documents containing the term inverted by the total number of documents in the collection.
In the training process, the prior probabilities p(ti|C) of each term appearing in the
documents of each class are calculated. Then based on the Bayes Theorem, we have
2Here a symbol refers to any alphabetic token in the post, without any filtering process by means of a
dictionary. As such, incorrectly spelled words, as well as commonly used abbreviations on the web (e.g.
AFAIK, WTF, IMHO), are all included.
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p(C|t1, ..., ti) = 1
Z
p(C)
n∏
i=1
p(ti|C) (5.3)
where Z is a scaling factor based on the vector {t1, ..., ti}, and p(C) is the prior probablitiy
of the classes. In our experiment we adopted the implementation in the Weka data mining
toolkit3.
The Voting Model
Intuitively, a document with a larger portion of positive content is more likely to be positive
than negative. Motivated by this, we propose a voting model that classifies the documents by
comparing the amount of positive and negative contents in a document. The rule is simple,
the majority class in the on-topic sentences is assigned to the document. The polarity P (D)
of a document D is given by,
P (D) =

positive if |Dpositive| >= |Dnegative|
negative if |Dpositive| < |Dnegative|
(5.4)
In measuring the amount of the contents |Dpositive| and |Dnegative|, either the number of
tokens or the number of characters can be used. Experiment results are shown in Section 6.
Intuitively this model is not perfect, due to the subtlety of human language. It has been
reported in previous work by Pang, et.al [Pang et al., 2002] that a specific problem by the
name of thwarted exceptions exists, where the author sets up a deliberate contrast to his/her
earlier discussion. In this case, our voting model would fail, as despite of the fact that the
3http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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document may have more positive content, it should be classified as negative. Measures to
tackle this problem is subject to further study. Surprisingly however, in our experiments we
observed a significantly better performance than other approaches on one of the topics we
used, and a slightly inferior performance on the other topic.
The Logistic Regression Model
The logistic regression model describes the relationship between one or more independent
variables and a binary response variable, expressed as a probability. This model is quite
suitable for our problem, where the sentence lengths, sentence counts and word counts are
input variables that determine the document polarity – in our case either positive or negative.
The logistic regression model predicts the value of the response variable with the logistic
function,
o(z) =
ez
1 + ez
(5.5)
where o(z) represents the probability of an outcome, and z is the input, whose value is
determined by the features. We use the accumulated lengths of sentences with each different
sentiment polarity as features, and assume a linear relationship between the features,
z(f1, ..., fi) =
n∑
i=0
xifi (5.6)
where x0 is the intercept of the linear function, and f0 arbitrarily set to 1. In our experiments,
only the accumulated lengths of different types of sentences were used as features, and the
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predicted class label is given in the form of a probability value calculated with f(z).
When we use all four types of the sentences, the linear function is given in the follwoing
form,
z(fi) = x0 + xneufneu + xnegfneg + xmixfmix + xposfpos (5.7)
where x0 is the intercept of the function, xneu is the accumulated count of the tokens in
neutral sentences, xneg is the accumulated count of the tokens in negative sentences, xmix
is the accumulated count of the tokens in mixed sentences, xpos is the accumulated count of
the tokens in positve sentences.
5.2.3 Experiments and Results
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Figure 5.8: Classification on Topic 869
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Figure 5.9: Classification on Topic 903
We conducted our experiments on the annotated collection introduced in Chapter 3.
All the documents we used have been annotated by NIST assessors as on-topic, and bearing
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either positive or negative opinion. We use their sentiment polarity labels as the golden
standard for document polarities, and our sentiment-level annotations as the gold standard
for sentence polarities. In this experiment, we only focus on a binary class problem, i.e. only
documents labeled as either positive or negative were used, and those labeled as neutral or
mixed were discarded. When constructing the corpus we have also intentionally kept an even
class distribution.
The objective of this set of experiments is to validate our hypothesis that we can achieve
better classification performance on the extracted on-topic extracts than on the original full
posts. The steps below were followed to carry out the experiments,
1. We first generated the on-topic snippet collection by extracting the on-topic sentences,
whose topicality labels are Relevant, from the full posts.
2. Stop words and non-alphabetic symbols were then removed from both collections.
Words that appear less than 3 times in the documents of each class (either positive or
negative) were also removed for robustness, to be consistent with usual data mining
practice.
3. When classifying with the Naive Bayes classifier, each blog post document were trans-
formed into a vector consisting of features which are computed from statistical infor-
mation of each term. In our experiments we used the tf-idf values as features.
4. Five-fold cross validation was applied to evaluate the performance of the all the ap-
proaches. Note that the voting model we proposed is unsupervised. However, by
applying the cross validation process we are thus able to compare the robustness of
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this approach. We did not use ten-fold cross validation mainly because we had only a
limited number of documents in the collection.
The experiment results are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 4. With the word-based
approaches full NB and summ NB, significant improvement in the classification accuracy
has been observed on the extract data set of topic 869. On topic 903 however, the average
accuracy dropped dramatically. This is probably caused by the much smaller feature set (254
words) for the extract data set compared to the full post data set, which has 4067 features.
Note though, this drop in accuracy is not statistically significant, as is shown in Figure 5.5.
Considering the size of the on-topic snippets is only 13.64% of the full post on 869 and 14.37%
on 903, this system may still be favored in a commercial setting. However, we cannot arrive
at the conclusion that the system based on on-topic snippets has higher efficiency, as the
computation cost of snippet generation is subject to further study, and a larger data set with
more topics is needed to evaluate how the system works in different domains.
For the voting model summ VM, we used the accumulated count of the tokens to evaluate
the amount of the positive and negative content. As was mentioned previously, some noise
was introduced when splitting the document into sentences, where either a group of sentences
were treated as one, or one sentence was splitted into several. With our evaluation measure,
only the former case (a group of sentences were treated as one) will affect the classification
4In the box plots,
• The upper and lower bounds of the box represent the first and third quartile accordingly.
• The upper whisker represent the highest datum still within 1.5 interquartile range of the upper quartile
(represented by the upper bound of the box); the lower whisker represents the lowest datum still within
1.5 interquartile range of the lower quartile (represented by the lower bound of the box).
• Any outliers not included between the whiskers are plotted as small circles.
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process, in which case the amount of the content with the labeled polarity will be inflated.
Such cases are quite rare in the collection. From Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 we can see that
the voting model outperformed the word-based model on both topics. However, as is shown
in Table 5.6, its improvement over the word-based approach is not statistically significant on
topic 869.
For the logistic regression model introduced in Section 5.2.2, we used the accumulated
count of tokens in each type of the sentences as features. The results shown in Figure 5.8 and
Figure 5.9 were based on only two types of sentences, namely, positive and negative. The
performance of this approach is consistently better than the performance of the approach
that uses the full post. Although preliminary, this result suggests that the on-topic extracts
are not only highly abridged in size, but may also provide a more accurate presentation of
the opinions shown in the posts towards the specific topic.
We have also experimented with all four types of the sentences (neutral, negative, mixed
and positive) with the logistic regression model. Note that this experiment was only appli-
cable on topic 903, as documents with sentences labeled as mixed are too rare on topic 869
to carry out five-fold cross-valiation. Interestingly, we observed an accuracy of 75.72% with
four features but 76.88% with two features (using only positive and negative sentences). This
suggests that sentences labeled as mixed or neutral may not be useful in identifying the docu-
ment polarity. This is also reflected in the coefficients xi learnt in the five fold cross validation
process, as is shown in Table 5.4. Strong correlation between positive sentences and positive
documents is observed, and negative sentences correlates to negative documents; whereas the
correlation between the neutral sentences and the negative documents is very weak, and no
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Table 5.4: Analysis of the linear function learnt
Fold x0 xneu xneg xmix xpos
1 0.4302 -0.0029 -0.0435 0.0399 0.0106
2 0.8287 -0.0065 -0.0444 0.2237 0.0135
3 0.4220 -0.0034 -0.0365 0.0364 0.0097
4 1.0508 -0.0066 -0.0812 -0.0463 0.0171
5 0.6475 -0.0004 -0.0400 0.0407 0.0056
1 The logistic regression model was trained with R a
ahttp://www.r-project.org/
reliable correlation between mixed sentences and the document polarity is observed.
5.3 Automatically Extraction of Multi-facet Snippets
While validation done on manually generated snippets has shown positive results, the number
of domains tested on confines the study to draw an definitive conclusion. We extend the study
Table 5.5: Statistical Significance Test (extract
vs. full post)
Topic NB VM LRM
869 0.00076 0.00083 0.00001
903 0.20470 0.08988 0.03371
1 The statistical significance test is done with
Wilcoxon’s signed rank test.
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Table 5.6: Statistical Significance Test (the three ap-
proaches)
Topic NB vs. VM VM vs. LRM LRM vs. NB
869 0.57300 0.56690 0.79240
903 0.02797 0.80480 0.00470
1 The statistical significance test is done with Wilcoxon’s
signed rank test.
by proposing automatic approaches to multi-facet extraction, and test the approaches on a
full spectrum of 150 topics used in the TREC Blog Track. This study is neither proposing a
new approach to summarisation nor inventing a new classification model. Our study is also
different from the research on domain-dependent sentiment classification where the concept
of topic refers to domains. Here a topic is query-relevant, and retrieval approaches are used
rather than topic modeling approaches in finding relevant sentiment. As such, we are not
comparing with state-of-the-art summarisation approaches, classification approaches, nor
topic-modeling approaches.
5.3.1 Classification Models
Previous studies [Pang and Lee, 2004; Zhou et al., 2012] have focused on supervised models
when examining the performance of sentiment classification on extracts. We investigate the
effectiveness of our extraction techniques under both supervised and unsupervised classifi-
cation models. The goal of this study is not to propose a classifier that outperforms other
state-of-the-art classifiers. The focus of this study is to contrast the classification performance
on extracts against full text, under supervised and unsupervised settings.
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For the supervised approach, a typical classifier used in previous work of opinion classifi-
cation is the word-based Nave Bayes model [Pang and Lee, 2004; 2008]. Another popularly
used text classifier is Support Vector Machine. We choose to use Nave Bayes due to two
reasons. First, it is shown in [Pang et al., 2002] that no statistical significance was reported
for SVM and Nave Bayes for sentiment classification. Second, the difference of classification
performance between SVM and Nave Bayes will not affect the comparison between extracts
and full text in our context. For the unsupervised approach, we chose to use a state-of-the-art
lexicon-based classifier, SOCAL [Taboada et al., 2011].
Supervised Naive Bayes Model
The Naive Bayes model used in this section is similar to the one in the pilot study, but since
previous work [Pang et al., 2002; Salvetti et al., 2006] have reported that using unigrams
can actually lead to better performance than including advanced features, here we employ
a word-based Nave Bayes model. This model has been proven to be a reasonably good text
classifier in the current literature [Pang et al., 2002; Pang and Lee, 2004], sufficient to serve
our purpose as a typical supervised classifier.
Unsupervised Lexicon-based Models
In areas where the cost of training models is high (e.g. scarcity of training data, time-sensitive
applications), unsupervised lexicon-based models are preferred. A state-of-the-art model of
this type is SOCAL [Taboada et al., 2011].
SOCAL calculates the semantic orientation (SO) of a document by linearly aggregating
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the SOs of words, with local context taken into consideration. The SO of a word is calculated
through 1) reading its prior SO score from several manually compiled lexicons, including an
intensifier lexicon and several opinion word lexicons organized by word sense 2) parsing and
leveraging linguistic rules including intensification, negation and irrealis-blocking to resolve
the local context. The SOs of words are aggregated at the sentence level first, and then
the sentence scores are averaged and used as the document score. If the document score
is greater than a given threshold (zero by default), the document is classified as positive.
The effectiveness of SOCAL has been validated on multiple domains, including both review
articles and blog posts.
5.3.2 Automatic Extraction Methods
Given a blog post, we aim to extract the portions of text that are relevant both in terms of
topicality and sentiment. We are faced with two challenges: 1) topic-text mismatch. The
topic is given in the form of a query, but the sentences on topic do not necessarily contain the
query terms. To address this challenge, a topic lexicon is built through query expansion 2)
sentiment-topic mismatch. It is not unusual for an author to provide a factual description of
the topic in the first couple of sentences, and then express opinions in the text that follows.
One of our multi-facet extracts considers the distance between sentences to address this
challenge.
In this study we hypothesize that using targeted extracts that combines topic and sen-
timent facets can improve the classification performance at the document level. To ensure
the generality of our approach we experiment on 150 topics of 20 domains, and use a simple
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lexicon-based approach to combine the facets. There are existing studies that use more heavy-
loaded probabilistic approaches or graph-based models for facet combination for document-
level opinion retrieval, but they typically require training on a large number of documents
to estimate model parameters and term weighting, which is not possible in many of the top-
ics in our test corpora. Most of the existing studies for sentence-level combination of facets
adopt heavy-loaded generative language models and are tested in small-scale text collections,
as discussed in the Related Work section. Validating our hypothesis on a sufficiently large
variety of domains is our first step before exploring other extraction methods in the future.
Lexicons
A rank-based approach is adopted to extract text at the sentence level. Two lexicons are em-
ployed, the aforementioned topic lexicon and an opinion lexicon. The opinion lexicon is used
to measure the subjectivity of a sentence by aggregating the intensity of opinion words in the
sentence. There are a few general-purpose opinion lexicons available, including SentiWordnet
[Baccianella et al., 2010], MPQA Opinion Corpus [Wiebe et al., 2005b], and SOCALs lexicon
[Taboada et al., 2011]. In this study we use a lexicon derived from SentiWordnet, where
each opinion word is annotated with an opinion score ranging from -1 to 1. A negative score
indicates negative opinion polarity. We do not apply any additional weighting schemes to
opinion words.
To build a topic lexicon for a given query defined by a set of query terms, we need to
discover and score topic terms. In order to address topic drift in the blogosphere, in this
study we adapt Local Context Analysis (LCA), a method proposed by Xu and Croft [2000]
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for query expansion. To discover the potential topic terms, all documents are split into
paragraphs, and a retrieval model is then used to rank the paragraphs by relevance to the
query. First, we split blog posts into paragraphs of a maximum span of four sentences. Posts
with less than four sentences are kept intact. In contrast to the study by Xu and Croft
[2000] where the size of the span is set to 300 words, in our study the sentences are never
broken down. Our empirical analysis shows that four sentences is a reasonable threshold that
will neither lead to too many paragraphs that contain few expandable terms, nor result in
large blocks of text that contain content on more than one topic. Second, the Okapi BM25
[Sparck Jones et al., 2000] ranking model is employed to rank paragraphs. Only the terms
from the most relevant paragraphs are added to the expanded query. In the last step a POS
tagger is applied to find the nouns from the top 10% of the ranked paragraphs. These nouns
are included as topic terms. The number of documents in different topics varies a lot. Thus
the number of paragraphs generated in each topic can be very different. In our experiments
we need to ensure that the number of expanded terms is reasonable for all topics, and our
preliminary experiments show that 10% can meet this requirement. The nouns found from
the top 10% relevant paragraphs are thus included as topic terms.
To score topic terms, we consider the LCA ranking function which favors words that
frequently co-occur with query terms. Let Q be the user-given query similarity of c to be a
topic term, the similarity of c to Q is calculated by,
Sim(Q, c) =
∏
ti∈Q
δ + logba (5.8)
Here,δ is a constant to ensure that the similarity score will not be zero; n paragraphs (the
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10% retrieved from all paragraphs); is the number of top ranked af(c, ti) is the aggregated
co-occurrence frequency of a topic term c and the query terms t i Q in the most relevant n
paragraphs; idfc is the inverted paragraph count of the topic term c in all paragraphs; of the
term ti in all paragraphs. Calculations of idfi is the inverted paragraph count af(c, ti) , idfc
and idfi are shown below,
af(c, ti) =
∑
ftijfcj (5.9)
fcj is the frequency of the topic term c in paragraph j , and ftij is the frequency of the
query term ti in paragraph j . This aggregated frequency measures how frequent the topic
term co-occurs with the query terms in the most relevant n documents.
N is the total number of paragraphs (ten times the value of n , since we retrieve 10% of
ranked paragraphs), Nc is the number of paragraphs containing topic term c , and Ni is the
number of paragraphs containing query term ti . The two inverted paragraph counts idfc
and idfi are used to reduce the influence of terms that are too common in the collection, as
those common terms would naturally lead to high aggregated co-occurrence frequencies, but
do not necessarily indicate higher similarity.
Extracts
Three types of extracts are developed, namely, topic extract, opinion extract, and multi-facet
extracts. Topic and opinion extracts are single-facet extracts, generated purely by ranking
sentences with their topic scores and opinion scores respectively; three multi-facet extracts
are generated: linear extract, rank-based extract and score-based extract. All multi-facet
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extracts consider topic as well as sentiment orientation of sentences.
As is introduced in the previous section, a topic lexicon T is built via query expansion for
a given topic. A general opinion lexicon O is employed to calculate the sentiment orientation
of a sentence towards the given topic. Each word w in each word w in T is associated with
a topic score topicality(w); O is associated with a sentiment score sentiment(w). Note that
unlike the topic score, the sentiment score may have a negative value, which represents a
negative sentiment polarity. Given the two lexicons, we calculate the two facet scores for
each sentence s as follows,
Sim(T, s) =
∑
w∈T∩S
topicality(w) (5.10)
Sim(O, s) =
∑
w∈O∩S
|sentiment(w)| (5.11)
where Sim(T, s) reflects how similar the sentence is to the query, and Subj(O, s) reflects
how subjective the sentence is. When calculating Subj(O, s) we sum up the absolute values
of the scores of opinion words, as the sentiment intensity of the opinion words is reflected by
the absolute values of scores.
To generate single-facet extracts for blog posts we simply rank sentences by their facet
scores. To generate multi-facet extracts we investigate three approaches, LinearMF, RankMF
and ScoreMF. LinearMF simply combines the two facet scores of a sentence in a linear way.
ScoreLinearMF = α× Sim(T, si) + (1− α)× Subj(O, si) (5.12)
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In our experiments α is set to 0.5, although this parameter can be tuned to optimize
the performance in different contexts, for example, different topics. The optimization of this
parameter however, is not the main focus of our study. Instead, we aim to contrast different
ways of combining the facets with a fixed proportion of both. This could help us to reveal
whether other factors, such as inter-sentence inference, will help improve the quality of the
extracts.
RankMF sorts sentences by Sim(T, s) and Subj(O, s) first, so that each sentence receives
two ranks for the two facets, Ranksim and Ranksubj . We then combine the two ranks as
follows,
ScorerankMF =
1
Ranksim
+
1
Ranksubj
(5.13)
The sentences are sorted by ScorerankMF and top-ranking ones are kept in the extracts.
This type of extract favors top-ranked sentences in either facet. For example, a top-ranked
opinionated sentence, though not bearing any topic word, will still be ranked higher than
a sentence that is in the second place in both faceted rankings. However, it does not take
the local context into account. In other words, an opinion-bearing sentence will not benefit
from its proximity to an on-topic sentence. It is also worth noting that, since the final sort
is based on ranks but not the topic and sentiment scores of the sentences, the extracts are
less influenced by inaccurate sentence scoring schemes.
ScoreMF considers the inter-sentence inference to tackle the sentiment-topicality mis-
match problem. We assume that the subjectivity of a sentence is independent from the
sentences near it but the query relevance of a sentence is not. In other words, sentences near
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an on-topic sentence tend to be on-topic too, but sentences near a subjective sentence are
not more likely to bear opinions than other sentences. Based on our assumptions, the topic
score specifically is smoothened with a decay function that propagates the on-topic relevance
of a sentence to a range of four sentences before and after it.
Sim′(T, si) = Sim(T, si) +
∑
|j−i|<=4
Sim(T, sj)
e|j−i|
(5.14)
To provide a final ranking of the sentences, we join the two facets through a linear
combination as follows, where Sim′(T, si) is a smoothened topic score and Subj(O, si) is the
subjectivity score of the sentence.
ScorescoreMF = α ∗ Sim′(T, si) + (1− α) ∗ Subj(O, si) (5.15)
Similar to LinearMF, here we arbitrarily set to 0.5. When generating the extracts, thresh-
olds have been applied to the percentages of sentences in a blog post, from 5% to 100% (full
text) at intervals of 5%. Thresholds could also be applied to the number of sentences rather
than percentages. However, we argue that longer posts may potentially contain more infor-
mation and deserve longer extracts.
5.3.3 Experiment and Discussions
We describe first the evaluation framework, next the metrics we adopted.
Figure 5.10 shows the flow of our evaluation framework. Blog posts from 150 topics
are preprocessed first to remove tags and advertisements, keeping only the main text, i.e.
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Figure 5.10: Evaluation Framework
original post and the comments. Five types of extracts are then generated from the main text,
after which different classification models are applied to evaluate the sentiment classification
performance.
We evaluate sentiment classification by accuracy. This study aims to generate targeted
extracts which are both on topic and opinionated, under the hypothesis that classification
done on such extracts would be more accurate than on full text. Therefore the performance of
sentiment classification on extracts at different length thresholds is always compared against
that on full text. To facilitate the comparison and make the results more understandable,
the percentage of the improvement over the accuracy on full text instead of the accuracy
itself is shown in the experiment results. While the classification is done topic-by-topic, the
focus of the study is to find a method that performs well across the topics, thus the averaged
performance over 150 topics is shown to reveal the overall trend and the topic-by-topic
accuracies are only used for statistical tests.
As is shown in the Appendix, the per-topic class distribution in our collection is skewed.
For classifiers which take class distribution into consideration when building the classification
model, such as Nave Bayes Multinomial, the classification performance on majority class
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instances would benefit from such skewed distributions. However, in our study we do not
favor any class over the other, but focus on contrasting the classification performance on
the multi-facet extracts against that on full text, in both cases the class distributions are
the same. Thus, in our context average performance is still a reasonable measure of the
classification performance. That said, we evaluated Nave Bayes Multinomial separately on
a balanced collection to ensure the validity of our conclusions. The lexicon-based classifier
is not evaluated on the balanced collection, as it is neither affected by skewed distributions
nor by insufficient number of posts in some topics, and the larger collection provides a better
test bed to examine the generality of our extraction approaches.
We have carried out statistical test in all our experiments. When comparing the perfor-
mance of different approaches on the blog collection, paired t-test is done on accuracies in
150 topics, with the null hypothesis being there is no difference between the two approaches.
When comparing the performance of different approaches on the movie review dataset, ran-
domization test was done on all documents, with 10000 permutations.
5.3.4 Results and Discussions
As is stated in the research questions, the aim of this study is in two folds. First we want to
reveal how classification of blog posts with extracts compares to that on full text. Second,
we evaluate whether topic-focused opinion extraction methods (multi-facet extraction) lead
to better sentiment classification than the single-facet opinion extraction methods. Hypo-
thetically, using targeted extracts to do query-biased sentiment classification may solve the
problem of topic drift, as the noise can be excluded when generating the extracts. On the
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other hand, full text provides more features than short extracts, thus providing more evidence
(and more potentially useful features) for the classifier. In relation to this, it is worthwhile
to examine extracts of different lengths. Assuming the extraction method is effective, the
shorter the text to keep, the less noise there may be, but also less features left available for
classification. Therefore an optimal length threshold may exist. It is also interesting to ex-
amine the performance of different types of classifiers on our targeted extracts, as supervised
models and unsupervised models are not equally affected.
In this section we first focus on the first research question. We contrast the classification
performance on extracts of different lengths and types against that on full text to reveal
whether our extraction methods do indeed reduce the noise in the text. We also investigate
the classification performance on extracts by topic categories, in order to reveal the effective-
ness of our approach in different domains. We then move on to the second research question
by comparing the performance of different types of extracts. Finally we benchmark the
classifiers we used on the movie review dataset as a sanity check, and contrast our Opinion
extracts to opinion extracts generated in a previous study.
Extracts vs. Full text by Topics
We contrast the classification performance on extracts against that on full text, and observed
comparable classification performance with succinct extracts using both classification models.
Our focus is on comparison between extracts and full text, therefore we show the percentage
of improvements over accuracies on full text in the table. The percentages shown in the table
have been averaged over 150 topics. The same approach of presenting the results is followed
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throughout this section.
Table 5.7: Classification with Nave Bayes Multinomial - 150-topic collection (Shown
are percentages of improvements over accuracies on full text, averaged across topics.
Statistically significant results are marked in bold)
Length LinearMF ScoreMF RankMF Sentiment Topic Random
5% -1.85% -1.52% -2.52% 1.18% -3.89% 2.35%
10% -2.75% -2.92% -3.05% -1.20% -5.99% -1.88%
15% -1.96% -1.58% -0.85% -3.17% -4.98% -3.43%
20% -1.30% -0.63% -0.63% -2.95% -2.23% -4.63%
25% -0.25% -0.51% -0.71% -2.79% -3.25% -4.08%
30% -0.26% 0.12% -0.56% -2.08% -1.70% -4.08%
35% 0.79% 0.34% 0.12% -1.11% -2.23% -4.06%
40% 0.83% 0.70% 1.17% -0.64% -2.29% -3.72%
45% 0.28% 1.01% 0.57% -0.95% -2.20% -3.13%
50% 0.88% 1.03% 0.63% -1.01% -1.69% -2.69%
55% 0.46% 0.59% 0.36% -0.19% -1.42% -2.44%
60% -0.17% 0.98% 0.22% -0.03% -1.14% -1.80%
65% -0.13% 0.96% -0.44% -0.75% -1.10% -1.70%
70% 0.32% 0.50% 0.24% -0.95% -1.47% -1.45%
75% -0.25% 0.37% 0.31% -0.47% -0.25% -0.73%
80% 0.08% 0.59% 0.16% 0.09% -0.68% -0.76%
85% 0.28% 0.84% -0.25% 0.49% -0.62% -0.43%
90% 0.10% 0.58% -0.02% 0.66% -0.80% -0.32%
95% 0.82% 1.09% 0.80% 0.23% -0.23% -0.22%
Classification on extracts with Nave Bayes Multinomial As is shown in Table 5.7,
the multi-faceted extracts (LinearMF, ScoreMF and RankMF) lead to comparable classifi-
cation performance to full text at almost all length thresholds. Classification accuracies on
short (15% - 30% for Sentiment, 10% - 25% and 25% - 45% for Topic extracts) single-faceted
extracts (Sentiment and Topic) are significantly worse than on full text. The performance
on Random extracts is significantly worse than full text most of the time. However, after
plotting the results on a Figure 5.11, an counter-intuitive trend is observed: when extracts
are becomes extremely short (towards 5%), the accuracies actually increases for all types of
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Figure 5.11: Classification with Naive Bayes Multinomial - 150-topic Collection
extracts.
This is due to the skewness in the collection. As is shown in the appendix, imbalanced
class distribution is prominent in the blogosphere. Out of 150 topics, the number of majority
class instances is more than two times of that of minority class instances on 114 topics, among
them nine topics only have instances from one class. In fact, a classifier that always defaults
to the majority class would achieve an averaged accuracy of 78.07% across the 150 topics.
In extremely short extracts, few discriminative features are included. Nave Bayes classifier
falls back to using the class priors for classification decision. In contrast, the features of our
meaningful extracts are discriminative and lead to more accurate classification of the minority
class. The fact that the overall classification accuracy on them is worse than that on Random
extracts indeed signifies better classification performance. However, the discussion of better
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evaluation metrics for imbalanced class distribution is beyond the scope of this study, as
our focus is on contrasting the classification performance on different types of extracts and
against that on the full text.
To examine the quality of our extracts using a supervised classifier without the influence
of skewed class distribution, we re-sampled a 49-topic collection in which each topic have at
least 25 posts in each class. Here the number 25 was chosen as it was considered to be a
reasonably large size for a dataset. For each of these topics, we tried to keep as many posts
as possible by randomly sampling posts in the majority class, keeping the class balance. For
example, a topic with 25 positive posts and 50 negative posts would end up with 25 posts
in each class. We refer to this sub-collection as the balanced collection. The results on this
collection are shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.12: Classification with Naive Bayes Multinomial - Balanced Collection
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Table 5.8: Classification with Nave Bayes Multinomial - balanced collection (Shown
are percentages of improvements over accuracies on full text, averaged across topics.
Statistically significant results are marked in bold)
Length LinearMF ScoreMF RankMF Sentiment Topic Random
5% -4.67% -5.97% -5.02% -6.59% -4.32% -9.18%
10% -3.30% -3.94% -4.25% -4.95% -3.97% -7.69%
15% -2.67% -3.00% -2.51% -3.54% -2.89% -5.75%
20% -1.64% -2.48% -1.45% -1.85% -1.15% -3.54%
25% -0.79% -0.84% -1.42% -2.17% -2.28% -2.90%
30% -0.97% -0.72% -0.11% -1.93% -2.62% -1.87%
35% -1.83% 0.28% -0.35% -2.24% -1.70% -0.59%
40% 0.05% -0.73% 0.10% -0.28% -2.18% -0.39%
45% 0.68% 0.16% 0.06% 0.38% -2.23% -1.19%
50% 0.26% -0.25% 0.48% -1.29% -2.08% -0.48%
55% 0.06% -0.52% -0.54% -1.03% -0.10% -1.55%
60% 0.40% -0.15% -0.04% -1.06% -0.17% -0.55%
65% 0.42% -0.73% -0.44% -0.77% -0.69% -1.34%
70% 0.23% -0.29% 0.14% -0.15% 0.48% -0.27%
75% 0.23% -0.23% 0.35% -0.47% 0.23% -0.27%
80% 0.18% 0.03% -0.19% -0.88% 0.58% -0.30%
85% 0.85% 0.86% 0.83% -0.17% 0.18% -0.92%
90% -0.33% 0.02% -0.21% -0.03% 0.32% -0.31%
95% 0.12% 0.23% -0.04% -0.15% -0.03% -0.43%
Unlike the results on the 150-topic collection, the classification performance gets signifi-
cantly worse as the extracts grow shorter, and this can be explained by lack of features for
Nave Bayes Multinomial. Using 20% of the sentences can lead to comparable classification
performance to full text for most types of extracts except for ScoreMF. However, on none
of the length thresholds tested have we observed significantly better classification accuracy
than full text.
Classification on extracts with SOCAL The classification results using SOCAL is
shown in Table 5.9. The table clearly shows that LinearMF extracts has lead to the best
classification performance among all types of extracts, on which significant improvements in
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classification accuracy have been observed using 70% of the sentences. To achieve comparable
performance to full text, as little as 10% of the sentences is sufficient if extracted with
LinearMF, which is not possible with any other extraction method. Figure 5.13 plots the
result on a line graph and clearly shows the superiority of this extraction method over others.
Note that the variance of SOCALs performance is much larger than Nave Bayes Multinomial,
thus the Y-axis is using a larger range of values than Figure 5.11 and 5.12.
Table 5.9: Classification with SOCAL - 150-topic collection (Shown are percentages of
improvements over accuracies on full text, averaged across topics. Statistically significant
results are marked in bold)
Length LinearMF ScoreMF RankMF Sentiment Topic Random
5% -2.70% -9.83% -10.49% -13.85% -11.89% -22.32%
10% 0.50% -6.12% -5.81% -9.76% -5.47% -14.09%
15% 2.03% -3.56% -3.83% -6.61% -3.32% -9.17%
20% 3.23% -0.80% -1.23% -4.33% -2.30% -6.72%
25% 3.27% -1.26% -0.41% -3.96% -1.66% -5.81%
30% 3.32% -1.51% -0.28% -2.57% -1.71% -4.12%
35% 4.47% -0.86% 0.03% -1.92% -1.64% -2.46%
40% 4.01% -0.25% 0.77% -0.94% -0.84% -2.90%
45% 4.61% -0.28% 0.53% -0.28% -0.59% -2.17%
50% 4.60% -0.05% 0.46% -0.03% -0.49% -1.79%
55% 5.19% -0.21% 1.16% 0.20% 0.26% -1.42%
60% 4.90% -0.13% 0.66% 0.16% -0.37% -1.00%
65% 4.77% -0.31% 1.08% -0.05% 0.33% -0.52%
70% 5.06% 0.07% 0.55% -0.02% 0.52% -0.81%
75% 4.51% 0.11% 1.34% 0.16% 0.48% -0.10%
80% 5.07% 0.37% 1.06% 0.36% 0.03% -0.23%
85% 5.43% 0.04% 0.67% 0.17% -0.29% 0.21%
90% 4.03% -0.14% 0.73% 0.30% 0.04% 0.05%
95% 2.82% -0.08% 0.57% 0.28% 0.43% 0.41%
Extracts vs. Full text by Topic Categories
In this section we discuss the classification performance on extracts by topic categories. The
motivation of this study is based on the hypothesis that the classification of documents can
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Figure 5.13: Classification with SOCAL - Balanced Collection
be more accurate if done on noise-reduced targeted extracts rather than on full text. This
hypothesis is not necessarily valid in all domains. For instance, in some domains topic drift
is not severe; and in others, opinions tend to be consistent throughout a document despite
the mention of multiple topics. It is thus interesting to examine which domains would benefit
from our extraction methods. In our experiments, we adopted the category mappings from
TREC Blog Track [Ounis et al., 2008], each category representing one domain. The details
of the categories are shown in Table 3.1. In the discussions in this subsection, LinearMF is
used to extract targeted snippets, as it is significantly better than other extraction methods
in this study (as is shown in the next subsection).
Table 5.10 shows the influence on SOCALs classification performance in different cate-
gories when applied to extracts. As is shown in the next subsection, LinearMF is significantly
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Table 5.10: Classification with SOCAL on Extracts vs. Full Text on Topic
Categories (Classification is done on the 150-topic collection. T-test is used for
statistical significance)
Significantly Improved Comparable Significantly Worse
sport Transport science
computers Business environment
food Politics shopping
fashion music
health religion
gaming
technology
local
entertainment
travel
internet
education
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better than other extraction methods in this study. When classified with SOCAL, better per-
formance on the extracts has been observed on 12 categories and worse performance on five
categories. On three categories there is no significant difference.
Figure 5.14 shows the classification performance on extracts from five topic categories
that improved most from our extraction method. Only five topics out of the 12 are chosen
for readability, based on the averaged improvement over the 20 length thresholds. No trend of
optimal length threshold is observed. Different categories peak at different lengths. Similar
observations are made at the topic level, where no obvious trend for selecting the best length
is revealed.
Figure 5.14: Five Most Improved Topic Categories with SOCAL on Extracts
Table 5.11 shows the influence on Nave Bayes Multinomial classifiers performance in dif-
ferent categories when applied to extracts. Since this classifiers performance is affected by
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class distribution, here the discussions are focused on the balanced collection, with only a
subset of the 20 domains. Nave Bayes Multinomial only works better on extracts from three
categories on this collection, but interestingly, these three categories, technology, computers
and food, are all among the improved categories when using SOCAL. This implies that clas-
sification on targeted extracts may indeed be more accurate in some categories, regardless
of whether the model is supervised or lexicon-based. Only one category has worse classifica-
tion performance on extracts than on full text when using Nave Bayes Multinomial, and the
majority of the categories have comparable performance on extracts. This may be explained
by the loss of features. When removing topic-irrelevant and factual content, the extraction
of targeted sentences effectively reduced the features space too, therefore potentially hurting
the supervised classifiers performance.
Figure 5.15 shows the classification performance with Naive Bayes Multinomial on ex-
tracts from the improved categories. Similar to what has been observed when using SOCAL,
there is no obvious trend that may guide us in finding an optimal length for text extraction.
5.3.5 Single-facet vs. Multi-facet Extracts
In this section we aim to answer our second research question – whether topic-focused opinion
extraction methods (multi-facet extraction) lead to better sentiment classification than the
single-facet opinion extraction methods. It is also interesting to compare different approaches
to multi-facet extraction and reveal which method is more promising. To achieve this goal
we have compared each multi-facet extraction method against each other at different length
thresholds across 150 topics, and also against single-facet methods.
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Table 5.11: Classification with Nave Bayes Multinomial on Extracts vs. Full Text
on Topic Categories (Classification is done on the 49-topic balanced collection,
thus only 13 out of the 20 domains exists. T-test is used for statistical significance)
Significantly Improved Comparable Significantly Worse
technology environment entertainment
computers health
food shopping
politics
science
local
sport
religion
music
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Figure 5.15: Improved Topic Categories with Naive Bayes Multinomial on Extracts
With Nave Bayes Multinomial, the performances on different types of multi-facet extrac-
tion methods are not significantly different from each other, no matter how short the extracts
are, as is shown in Table 5.12. However, all of them are better than single-facet extraction
methods at a few length thresholds. This validates our hypothesis that multi-facet extraction
methods are better than single-facet methods.
Table 5.13 shows a comparison between classification performances using SOCAL on dif-
ferent types of extracts. Similar to the results with the supervised Nave Bayes Multinomial
classifier, the multi-facet extracts are also better than single-facet ones. LinearMF outper-
forms all other types of extracts with statistical significance at a few length thresholds, but
the performances of ScoreMF and RankMF do not differ significantly.
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Table 5.12: Statistical Significance of Comparisons between Extracts - Naive Bayes Multino-
mial on the Balanced Collection (p values for t-test are shown. Values under 0.05 are marked
in bold)
Length (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
LinearMF
vs. ScoreMF 0.66 0.82 0.62 0.42 0.76 0.64 0.60 0.85 0.38 0.82 0.85 0.18 0.18 0.73 0.28 0.50 0.42 0.53 0.58
vs. RankMF 0.42 0.73 0.12 0.32 0.53 0.60 0.13 0.59 0.63 0.73 0.88 0.44 0.47 0.85 0.14 0.73 0.10 0.43 0.51
vs. Topic 0.56 0.02 0.03 0.47 0.02 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.13 0.47 0.42 0.10 1.00 0.52 0.29 0.25 0.09
vs. Sentiment 0.10 0.34 0.32 0.13 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.12 0.18 0.01 0.29 0.81 0.36 0.03 0.78 1.00 0.74 0.40 0.26
vs. Random 0.27 0.77 0.47 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.11 0.04 0.60 0.35 0.35 0.54 0.07
ScoreMF
vs. LinearMF 0.66 0.82 0.62 0.42 0.76 0.64 0.60 0.85 0.38 0.82 0.85 0.18 0.18 0.73 0.28 0.50 0.42 0.53 0.58
vs. RankMF 0.34 0.90 0.30 1.00 0.82 0.37 0.81 0.56 0.53 0.64 0.70 0.25 0.12 0.68 0.92 0.56 0.12 0.45 0.56
vs. Topic 0.51 0.04 0.02 0.24 0.06 0.13 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.08 0.57 0.24 0.08 0.05 0.04
vs. Sentiment 0.13 0.24 0.17 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.15 0.03 0.01 0.24 0.19 0.02 0.01 0.19 0.42 0.40 0.88 0.10
vs. Random 0.31 0.73 0.37 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.16 0.08 0.03 0.10 0.02
RankMF
vs. LinearMF 0.42 0.73 0.12 0.32 0.53 0.60 0.13 0.59 0.63 0.73 0.88 0.44 0.47 0.85 0.14 0.73 0.10 0.43 0.51
vs. ScoreMF 0.34 0.90 0.30 1.00 0.82 0.37 0.81 0.56 0.53 0.64 0.70 0.25 0.12 0.68 0.92 0.56 0.12 0.45 0.56
vs. Topic 0.67 0.08 0.00 0.21 0.04 0.36 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.12 0.23 0.61 0.10 0.61 0.48 0.64 0.31 0.09
vs. Sentiment 0.06 0.22 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.45 0.68 0.66 0.04 0.23 0.92 0.21 0.32 0.26
vs. Random 0.18 0.65 0.21 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.22 0.04 0.18 0.30 0.79 0.66 0.07
5.3.6 Benchmarking on the Movie Review dataset
We benchmark our classifiers and extracts on the movie review dataset introduced in the
Experiment Setup section. Pang [Pang and Lee, 2004] has proposed to do classification
on minimum-cut based opinion summaries, and have tested their approach on this dataset
with Nave Bayes and SVM. This allows us to compare the classification performance on
our extracts against theirs to validate the effectiveness of our approach. In their study, the
extracts are not topic-oriented. As such, we classify our Opinion generated from this dataset.
Figure 5.16 shows the performance.
It is noteworthy that the graph shown in [Pang and Lee, 2004] used the number of sen-
tences on the X axis while in our study we used percentage, as we believe longer documents
tend to contain more latent information and deserve to keep longer extracts. Both their most
subjective N sentence extracts and our extracts are rank-based, but they trained a sentence-
level classifier to rank the sentences and we adopt an unsupervised lexicon-based approach.
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Table 5.13: Statistical Significance of Comparisons between Extracts - SOCAL on the 150-
topic Collection (p values for t-test are shown. Values under 0.05 are marked in bold)
Length (%) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
LinearMF
vs. ScoreMF 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.24 0.19 0.14 0.11 0.18 0.11 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
vs. RankMF 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.21 0.31 0.30 0.19 0.33 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.06 0.18 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.04
vs. Topic 0.01 0.07 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.07 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03
vs. Sentiment 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.03
vs. Random 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04
ScoreMF
vs. LinearMF 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.24 0.19 0.14 0.11 0.18 0.11 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
vs. RankMF 0.56 0.79 0.76 0.65 0.33 0.23 0.35 0.29 0.38 0.56 0.14 0.39 0.10 0.56 0.13 0.39 0.38 0.24 0.38
vs. Topic 0.11 0.53 0.79 0.14 0.68 0.81 0.40 0.52 0.74 0.68 0.63 0.80 0.48 0.62 0.66 0.66 0.59 0.77 0.36
vs. Sentiment 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.31 0.33 0.48 1.00 0.98 0.68 0.76 0.78 0.92 0.96 0.98 0.87 0.56 0.61
vs. Random 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.24 0.05 0.15 0.18 0.33 0.41 0.84 0.36 0.83 0.50 0.83 0.78 0.49
RankMF
vs. LinearMF 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.21 0.31 0.30 0.19 0.33 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.06 0.18 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.04
vs. ScoreMF 0.56 0.79 0.76 0.65 0.33 0.23 0.35 0.29 0.38 0.56 0.14 0.39 0.10 0.56 0.13 0.39 0.38 0.24 0.38
vs. Topic 0.35 0.79 0.68 0.41 0.30 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.33 0.36 0.36 0.29 0.40 0.97 0.24 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.52
vs. Sentiment 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.19 0.50 0.11 0.44 0.14 0.47 0.11 0.23 0.25 0.31 0.41
vs. Random 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.39 0.13 0.64
The overall trend of classification performance shown on our extracts however, is very similar
to the results reported in [Pang and Lee, 2004]. The accuracy of their approaches topped
at around 85% with 15 most subjective sentences and 86.5% with minimum-cut summaries
(difference in accuracy between their two approaches is not statistically significant); whereas
with our Nave Bayes classifier the best performance is 82.1% with 50 percent of the sentences.
Considering the performance of our Nave Bayes classifier on full text is actually lower than
theirs (80.1% vs. 82.5%), which indicates that we have a slightly weaker classifier, it is rea-
sonable to assume that in terms of classification performance, our extracts are comparable to
theirs. That said, we must note that our extraction method only employs a sentiment lexicon
for sentence ranking, and does not require any supervised training, nor graph algorithm to
find the minimum-cut. Our method is thus less computationally complex than both their
most subjective N sentences summaries and the graph-based summaries.
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Figure 5.16: Classification on the Movie Review Dataset
5.4 Summary
In the pilot study we manually inspected the blog posts and observed a high level of topic
drift. The snippets for both topics are much smaller in size compared to the full posts
(13.64% for 869, and 14.37% for 903).
We hypothesized that classification on only the relevant portion would be more efficient
both in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Two cascaded models are proposed to test our
hypothesis, both of which build upon the sentiment polarities of the on-topic sentences to
predict the document polarity. On both topics, the logistic regression model has achieved
higher accuracies than what the word-based approach achieved with the original blog posts.
The voting model had a similar performance but its improvement over the word-based app-
roach is not statistically significant. Our experiments have confirmed our hypothesis that
classification on the on-topic extracts can result in better accuracy, but also suggests that
approaches based on word-distribution may be less robust than those based on sentence-level
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polarities when using the extracts.
We then presented a more comprehensive study of sentiment classification on blog posts,
with automatic extraction methods and a much wider range of topics. Both supervised and
unsupervised classification models have been investigated, and four types of extracts have
been evaluated on a wide range of topics. In response to our research questions, we show
that 1) the multi-facet topic-focused opinion extracts outperform single-facet counterparts
under all classification models, and that 2) classification on extracts of 5% of text can be as
accurate as on full text. In the course of our study we have observed a strong positive bias
in the blog posts. Taking a simple and yet effective measure to counter balance this positive
bias, the positive-bias-aware multi- facet extraction methods have the best performance,
significantly outperforming unweighted counterparts at most thresholds. By leveraging this
bias, a simple lexicon-based classifier can achieve comparable classification performance to
full text on our positive-bias-aware multi-facet extracts, with only 5% of the text. More
accurate classification can be achieved by an appropriate combination of the classifier and
the extraction method, which warrants further study.
Compared to existing work, our contributions are threefold. First, our conclusions on
classification performance using the extracts are based on evaluation done over a wide range of
topics. Unlike previous studies that use targeted extracts to do sentiment classification [Pang
and Lee, 2004; Zhou et al., 2012], we base our experiments on the TREC Blog collection,
and benchmark our classifiers and extracts on the Movie Review Dataset [Pang and Lee,
2004]. The former is a collection of blog posts on 150 topics of 20 domains, and the latter is
a popularly used dataset for sentiment classification. No previous work has studied sentence-
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level combination of facets on such a wide range of topics, which ensures the generality
of our approach. Second, in this study, multi-facet extracts combining topic and opinion
are developed and contrasted to single-facet extracts. In Pangs study, only opinionated
extracts have been generated, and in Zhous study, only human-labeled multi-facet extracts
have been used. Third, both supervised and lexicon-based classifiers are used to contrast
the classification performance on different types of extracts as well as against full text. Two
typical classifiers are employed: a supervised Nave Bayes classifier [Pang and Lee, 2004]
trained on unigram word features, and a state-of-the-art unsupervised lexicon-based classifier,
SOCAL [Taboada et al., 2011], which leverages linguistic rules. The conclusions of this study
are based on the performances of both classifiers. To examine how lengths of the extracts
affect the classification performance, we focus on rank-based methods to keep only the top-
ranking sentences for classification. The topic-focused opinionated extracts that we generate
are extracted at the sentence level, thus can potentially serve as visual snippets in search
engine result lists, which is a unique strength of generating extracts for classification.
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Topic-dependent Twitter Sentiment
Classification
In Chapter 4 we have shown the topic-dependency of supervised sentiment classifiers on
blog posts. In this chapter we show that such dependency also exists on a shorter form of
social text – Twitter tweets. While we experimented with both supervised and lexicon-based
classifiers, we focus on describing the results of lexicon-based classifiers in this study, as they
have stable performance across topics and the classification process is transparent to human
beings. We propose a lexicon-expansion method that effectively adapt the classifiers to
different domains, and this method does not require human annotation. In the last section of
this study we also present a few sentiment expressions, which exemplifies the unique strength
of lexicon-based classifiers.
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6.1 Introduction
Over the recent years, social network has undergone dramatic changes. Short social text, such
as Facebook updates and Twitter tweets, have gain more popularity than traditional blogs.
To do sentiment analysis on twitter, both machine-learning and lexicon-based approaches
have been applied, yet both have limitations. Machine-learning approaches to sentiment
analysis usually require human-annotated text and are known to be domain-dependant. An-
notated text is generally costly to obtain, but lack of labeled data in the target domain can
lead to severe drop of classification performance. It has also been shown in existing work that
better performance is achieved when using all words as features [Pang et al., 2002]. As such,
the feature list of a supervised classifier often contains spurious patterns which are difficult
to make sense of by a human reader. As has been indicated by Thewall et.al [Thelwall and
Buckley, 2013], supervised classifiers may harness nonsentiment features and falsely identify
sentiment in a systematic way.
Lexicon-based approaches relies on opinion word lexicons to classify text, and are thus
confined by them due to their poor coverage of terms used in short informal social text.
Words from opinion lexicons are direct indicators of sentiment and transparent to human
readers. Since the polarities of the majority of opinion words are not domain-dependent,
these approaches can achieve stable performance across domains. However, for more accurate
classification it is desirable to capture contextual polarities of words [Blitzer et al., 2007] ,
especially so when dealing with short social text such as Twitter tweets, where single-sentence
status updates are common and the number of features are rather limited. For example, the
word ”big” implies positive emotion in ”My new office is BIG!!” but negative emotion in
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”it’s too big to fit into your pocket”. Another challenge for lexicon-based approaches on
short social text is to identify the polarity of informal expressions of sentiments, such as
abbreviations and misspellings. In a tweet positive expressions may include ”+1”, ”hear
hear”. A negative expression of opinion can be ”O come on”, ”lmao” (laugh my a** off).
Such informal expressions may evolve and emerge over time, and to the best of our knowledge,
no existing opinion word lexicon provides sufficient coverage of these informal expressions.
In addition to opinion word lexicons, emotions can also be expressed through emoticons.
Unlike literal words, emoticons usually have a stable polarity across domains and have been
widely used for sentiment classification. In fact, the default twitter search allows users to add
emoticons to the query to find positive or negative tweets, and the returned results usually
contains emoticons. However, the majority of tweets do not have emoticons. Our observation
shows that only 9.40% (7.37% positive and 2.03% negative) of the tweets in the Microblog
Track 2011 collection have at least one emoticon 1.
Insufficient lexicon coverage, together with the limiatation of using emoticons, have mo-
tivated us to propose an automatic lexicon expansion technique based on emoticons. To
improve the coverage of the sentiment lexicon employed by the classifier, we calculate the
sentiment score of potentially sentiment-bearing words based on the mutual information
between these words and the emoticons. The emoticons are not used as features for the
classification process. We specifically study the following research question,
1. Can topic-biased emoticon-aided lexicon expansion improve the performance of domain-
dependent classification?
1We matched all tweets against the emoticons from Table 6.1
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Our expansion technique is based on a simple intuition. For tweet that looks like ”+1 :)”,
or ”hear hear :P”, we may use the polarity implied by the emoticons ”:)” and ”:P” to infer that
”+1” and ”hear hear” are positive. Specifically, we use the point-wise mutual information
(PMI) between each word (or symbol) and a known set of emoticons (see Table 6.1) to
measure the sentiment polarity of the word. Turney et.al [Turney, 2002] have used a similar
technique to do unsupervised classification, where mutual information is calculated between
words/phrases from the document to be classified and two selected reference words. Our
tehnique differs not only in that we use positive emoticon groups and negative emoticon
groups as references for PMI calculation, but also in the way we deal with negation. In their
study, negations in the text are not handled. As such, ”the online service was not excellent
at all” would be treated as evidence that online service is a positive phrase. In our appoach
we apply negation detection mechanism to flip such cases so that ”I don’t like their online
service :)” would be counted as a co-occurrence of like and :(.
To answer the second research question, we use hashtags to create a collection of tweets
from 56 topics. Hashtags are a type of metadata used in Twitter community to add additional
context to tweets, by prefixing a word with a hash symbol, such as #twitter. Tweets with the
same hashtag are thus linked by a semantic relation, and can often be considered to be about
the same coarse ”topic”. We must note that hashtags do not always represent topics. In our
collection, for instance, hashtags such as #justsaying and #nowplaying are not typical topics.
Still, these hashtags groups tweets of a similar flavor. We conduct classification experiments
on tweets from the 56 hashtag-based topics, and contrast the classification accuracies before
and after per-topic lexicon expansion. We show that per-topic expansion leads to significantly
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better performance than global expansion done on the combined set of tweets from all topics.
Lexicon-based classifiers can be naturally adapted to do sentiment summarization, as the
opinion words that lead to the classification decision can be readily used as a summary of
the tweets. In the last part of this study we present the most representative opinion-bearing
phrases discovered by their co-occurrence with emoticons, which provides an insight into
people’s views on the topics.
6.2 Emoticon-based Sentiment Lexicon Expansion
For lexicon-based classification on Twitter, a widely acknowledged problem is the word dis-
match between tweet content and general opinion word lexicons. For example, words with
repeated letters are commonly seen in tweets, such as huuuungry. Some studies [Go et al.,
2009] replace all repeated letters to two repeated letters in each word, and leave it to the
classifier to leverage these features. While being effective in this particular case, this app-
roach is still insufficient to tackle the mismatch problem. Abbreviations such as lmao, which
stands for laugh my ass off, cannot be found in any major opinion word lexicon that we
are aware of. There are also other forms of informal spellings, such as gr8t, that are rarely
covered by existing lexicons. In fact, these emotions and informal spellings are evolving over
time, making it difficult for any rule-based approach to adapt to the changes.
In this study, we propose to use mutual information between sentiment tokens 2 and
emoticons to adjust the sentiment strength scores of words in a general sentiment lexicon
and add unseen variations of sentiment words into the lexicon. There are an abundant
2A token can be a word, an abbreviation, an emoticon not found in our emoticon list 6.1, or any other
text segment potentially bearing sentiment
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Emoticon Polarity Emoticon Polarity
:) Positive ;( Negative
:-) Positive :/ Negative
:> Positive :( Negative
;) Positive :-( Negative
;-) Positive :[ Negative
;> Positive :< Negative
B-) Positive 8-( Negative
8-) Positive :-o Negative
B-> Positive :-& Negative
8-> Positive :/) Negative
:-> Positive :-c Negative
:-))) Positive :-C Negative
:D Positive :-< Negative
:-D Positive ;-C Negative
:-P Positive :-| Negative
^_^ Positive :’-( Negative
^.^ Positive :~-( Negative
^_^’ Positive -_- Negative
D= Positive >_< Negative
:p Positive = = Negative
;D Positive
Table 6.1: List of Emoticons used (compiled from the Internet)
amount of emoticon-bearing tweets on Twitter, forming the basis of our technique.
Our approach of calculating the mutual information between words and emoticons is
motivated by Turney et.al [Turney, 2002]. In their study, two reference words, excellent
and poor are selected to represent the two extremes of opinions. A word that shares more
information with excellent than poor would be more likely to have the same polarity as
excellent. The following formula is used to calculate the point-wise mutual information
(PMI) between any two words,
PMI(word1, word2) = log2
(
p(word1&word2)
p(word1)p(word2)
)
(6.1)
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The semantic orientation (SO) of a word is measured by the difference between the word’s
PMI with excellent and poor, as is shown below.
SO(word) = PMI(word, excellent)− PMI(word, poor) (6.2)
Migrating their idea to our context, our lexicon expansion technique is based upon the
following assumption: The sentiment orientations of emoticons such as ”:)” and ”:(” are
relatively stable across all tweets. Therefore, positive and negative emoticons can then be
used as the two extremes of opniions, playing the role of the words excellent and poor.
Turney’s approach also implicitly assumes that words in the context of the excellent and
poor tend to share the same polarities of these words. In fact, this second assumption is not
always true. In sentences with negations, for example, ”I don’t like this guy:(”, the polarity
of the opinion word is not consistent with the emoticon. As such, in tweets with negation
words, we flip the polarity of the emoticon before calculating mutual information. Also, we
map all negative emoticons to ”:)” and all positive emoticons to ”:(”. The emoticons we used
are attached in the appendix. The SO of any word is then calculated as,
SO(word) = log2
(
hits(word+))× hits(emoticon−)
hits(word−)× hits(emoticon+)
)
(6.3)
where
hits(word+) = hits(word&emoticon+&¬negation)
+hits(word&emoticon−&negation)
(6.4)
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and
hits(word−) = hits(word&emoticon−&¬negation)
+hits(word&emoticon+&negation)
(6.5)
In Equation 6.3, hits(emoticon+) represents a global count of positive emoticons and
hits(emoticon−) represents a global count of negative emoticons. In Equation 6.4, hits(word+)
represents the number of co-occurrences of the word and positive emoticons, or the word and
negative emoticons with the presence of negation. Similarly, in Equation 6.5, hits(word−)
represents the number of co-occurrences of the word and negative emoticons, or the word
and positive emoticons with the presence of negation. Note that in the example above, the
cooccurrence of like and :( is counted as a hit between like and :), due to the presence of
the negation word don’t. A list of regular express patterns for negation detection is shown
in Table 6.2.
Pattern Example Frequency
[Nn][Oo][Tt] not 3.83%
[Dd][Oo][Nn]’*[Oo]*[Tt]+ don’t 3.10%
[Cc][Aa][Nn]+’*[Oo]*[Tt]+ can’t 1.70%
[Aa][Ii][Nn]’*[Tt] ain’t 0.97%
[Ii][Ss][Nn]’*[Oo]*[Tt] isn’t 0.30%
[Hh][Aa][Vv][Ee][Nn]’*[Oo]*[Tt] haven’t 0.29%
[Ww][Oo][Uu][Ll][Dd][Nn]’*[Tt] wouldn’t 0.20%
[Cc][Oo][Uu][Ll][Dd][Nn]’*[Tt] couldn’t 0.16%
[Hh][Aa][Ss][Nn]’*[Oo]*[Tt] hasn’t 0.05%
[Bb][Aa][Rr][Ee][Ll][Yy] barely 0.03%
[Hh][Aa][Rr][Dd][Ll][Yy] hardly 0.02%
[Hh][Aa][Dd][Nn]’*[Oo]*[Tt] hadn’t 0.02%
[Ww][Uu][Dd][Nn][Tt] wudn’t 0.00%
[Cc][Uu][Dd][Nn][Tt] cudn’t 0.00%
Table 6.2: Negation patterns. Stats collected on the whole Microblog Track collection. The
Frequency column shows the percentage of tweets in which the negation pattern is found
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Not all words bear sentiments. We use the part-of-speech tags of words to filter out
potential opinion words and only include nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, abbreviations
emoticons and interjections. Part-of-speech tagging is done with the TwitterNLP pack-
age [Owoputi et al., 2013]. This set of tags was chosen after experimenting with differnt
combinations of tag sets in preliminary experiments, and using this set to do classification
has led to high classification accuracy, while still keeping meaningful words.
It is also noteworthy that the emoticon list that we used to calculate PMI is only a
frequently used subset of all emoticons. With our expasion technique, the polarities of the
less common emoticons can also be automatically computed.
6.3 Classification
We focus on lexicon-based classifiers in this study, as they have stable performance across
topics and the classification process is transparent to human beings. We also present the
classification results of a machine learning approach as a reference.
SentiStrength [Thelwall et al., 2012] is a state-of-the-art lexicon-based classifier. Incor-
porating a booster word list, an emoticon list, an idiom list, a negation word list, a question
word list, a slang list and a general opinion word list, it further applies linguistic rules to
compute the overal sentiment polarity. The opinion word scores are integers between [-5,
-1] for negative words and [1,5] for positive words, where -1 and 1 denotes neutral words.
The core of the SentiStrength lexicon is a general opinion word list of 298 positive and 465
negative terms, some of which include wild cards. For details of this algorithm please refer
to [Thelwall et al., 2010]. SentiStrength is designed to report binary (positive or negative),
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trinary (positive, negative or neutral) and single scale(-4 to +4) results. We used its binary
output, as our collection comprises of positive and negative tweets. Before adding our ex-
panded words to the SentiStrength lexicon, linear scaling has been performed to transform
the semantic orientation score calculated from PMI to the SentiStrength scales. We simply
merge our expanded terms with the SentiStrength terms without further modification.
In our pilot experiments we have also experimented with a supervised classifier (Naive
Bayes Multinomial) and a state-of-the-art lexicon-based classifier for long documents (SO-
CAL). The Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) classifier uses all words as features without
stemming, nor normalization to lower case. SOCAL requires the text to be tagged, and
we used TwitterNLP [Owoputi et al., 2013] to tag the text and mapped the POS tags to
PTB format. With SentiStrength, we disabled the emoticon word list, as we are using the
emoticons as class labels. Naive Bayes has the best performance among the three, achieving
a per-topic average of 93.15%. Despite the high accuracy, the features used are hard to make
sense of. In the experiments shown in the Experiment Section, we confine the feature list of
NBM to use only the words from an opinion word lexicon, SentiWordnet [Baccianella et al.,
2010], which comprises of 21109 opinion words and is many times larger than the lexicon
used by SentiStrength. After our PMI-based lexicon expansion, we add the expanded terms
to the general opinion word lexicon, and contrast the classification performance against the
general lexicon against that with the expanded lexicon. SOCAL suffers from severe word
dismatch and only classifies 33.47% of the tweets properly. When looking into the classifica-
tion logs, we have observed that most mis-classified tweets simply do not have any opinion
word matched by SOCAL, thus defaulting to negative polarity, but positive is the domi-
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nant class on this dataset. This proves that traditional lexicon-based models may not work
on the Twitter dataset. SentiStrength has achieved 90.32% when using emoticons, but its
performance dropped to 76.92% when the emoticon list was disabled.
6.4 Experiment
We have created a 56-topic collection of tweets from the TREC Microblog Track 2011 and the
Stanford Sentiment140 collection.This dataset is generated by aggregating opinion-bearing
tweets that belong to the 56 popular hashtags in the combined collection. In this study we
use hashtags as topic labels, though in many cases they are not topics in the common sense.
For instance, fb is used by people who have installed the Selective Twitter Update application
on Facebook. Tweets including the hashtag fb are automatically imported to Facebook, all
others are ignored. random is another good example – it is self-explanatory that tweets with
this hashtag are not focused on one concrete topic. Nonetheless, we kept these as pseudo-
topics due to three reasons. First, the hashtag groups tweets of a similar concern, thus may
enforce a coarse semantic relation between the tweets of the same tag. Take random for
example, users who tweet with this hashtag are often readers of the same hashtag, therefore
it is reasonable to assume that they are familiar with the style of such tweets, and may be
affected by that style so that they write with a similar group of words. Second, in a real-
world application, it can be expensive to identify non-topic hashtags. If our technique is
proven useful in a more noisy context that does not exclude non-topic hashtags, it will be
more useful than one that only works in an idealistic scenario. Intuitively, domain-specific
lexicon expansion is more difficult when the semantic relations are weaker. For example,
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tweets labeled by the hashtag follow do not really have a topic focus, making it difficult to
extract domain-specific patterns. On the other hand, tweets labeled by iphone have more
distinct domain-specific patterns. Thus it is our belief that evaluation conducted on this
hashtag-based topic collection can be more rigorous than one based on a human-labeled
topic collection.
The tweets do not come with labels – we use the emoticons as their labels, as has been
done in previous studies. In our experiments on this dataset, 10-fold cross validation is
carried out and the lexicon expansion was done on the training set only. The emoticons used
for lexicon expansion are not used as features by any classifier in the classification process.
The collection is generated via three steps,
1. Merge all tweets from TREC Microblog Track 2011 collection [Ounis et al., 2011] and
the Stanford Sentiment 140 collection [Go et al., 2009].
2. Filter out all tweets that do not bear any emoticon from Table 6.1.
3. Group the remaining tweets by hashtag and keep the groups with at least 100 tweets.
The whole collection includes 16683 positive and 6099 negative tweets. Full details of the
collection are shown in Table 6.3.
6.4.1 General Lexicon vs. Global Expansion
In this experiment we aim to answer the first research question. We contrast the perfor-
mance of SentiStrength (SS) and Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) before and after doing
global expansion (GE). To do global expansion we merge tweets from all topics into a single
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Topic # Positive # Negative Topic # Positive # Negative
glee 99 17 nowfollowing 165 0
1 425 187 2 214 152
agoodboyfriend 119 6 asot400 190 135
bgt 133 114 bieberd3d 484 166
bsb 131 164 e3 119 136
f1 122 152 fail 72 400
fb 934 1101 februarywish 228 25
ff 2098 130 fml 10 99
follow 255 14 followback 111 3
followfriday 2529 143 humor 143 1
icantdateyou 93 79 idontunderstandwhy 48 82
improudtosay 395 16 iphone 96 236
iranelection 79 432 iremember 153 150
jedwardlipstick 125 16 jfb 379 9
justsaying 103 13 marsiscoming 205 54
music 162 15 musicmonday 383 38
myweakness 217 52 neversaynever 484 74
neversaynever3d 456 37 nowplaying 590 70
nowwatching 131 5 np 606 72
nw 139 12 oneofmyfollowers 109 51
purpleglasses 189 61 questionsidontlike 16 89
random 90 30 seb-day 428 71
shoutout 464 29 spymaster 99 70
squarespace 282 656 superbowl 233 58
tcot 140 34 teamfollowback 499 22
tfb 117 2 trackle 16 145
twitition 193 2 twitter 111 75
twitteroff 152 22 wheniwaslittle 120 75
Table 6.3: Statistics of the 56-topic collection
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collection and do the expansion based on this collection. We then use the expanded lexicon
to do per-topic classification. For NBM, we use the words from SentiWordNet [Baccianella
et al., 2010] as the feature list before doing lexicon expansion. SS uses a its own lexicon,
which has a smaller number of words and include wildcards. For example, abandon* would
match all words that starts with abandon. As such, SS’s own lexicon is not applicable to be
used directly as a feature list. We limit the features of NBM to be opinion words so as to
make a relatively fair comparison between the two classifiers. After expansion, the expanded
terms are added to the feature list of NBM, and also added to the lexicon of SS.
The classification results are shown in Table 6.4. Paired t-test was done across the 56
topics to show statistically significant improvement with SentiStrength, with a p value of
1.6e-5. This indicates that PMI-based lexcion expansion does indeed lead to a better lexicon
for classification with SentiStrength. With NBM however, the classification performance
after global lexicon expansion is higher but not statistically significant.
No Expansion (%) With GE (%)
Classifier All + - All + -
NBM 82.38 83.77 38.62 82.61 83.43 41.50
SS 76.92 84.33 44.77 79.99 87.51 48.99
Table 6.4: Classification after Global Expansion. Columns All, + and - shows the overall
accuracy, positive precision and negative precision respectively. NBM refers to Naive Bayes
Multinomial, and SS refers to SentiStrength.
6.4.2 Domain-specific Expansion vs. Global Expansion
In this experiment we aim to answer the second research question by contrasting the perfor-
mance of SentiStrength (SS) and Naive Bayes Multinomial (NBM) with Global Expansion
(GE) against Domain-specific Expansion (DE). The per-topic average classification results
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are shown in Table 6.5. Domain-specific expansion has indeed lead to significantly better
classifcation resulst with SentiStrength. Paired t-test done across 56 topics shows signifi-
cant improvement with a p value of 3.97e-9. In fact, the performance of SentiStrength with
domain-specific xxpansion has even exceeded NBM with statistical significance (p value =
1.69 e-45 against NBM with GE and 2.89 e-45 agaist NBM with DE). Note though, NBM
and SS are not using the same feature list. NBM is using an opinion word lexicon of more
than 21109 words while the size of the SS’s core lexicon is around 2000 words.
With DE (%) With GE (%)
Classifier All + - All + -
NBM 82.72 83.62 40.02 82.61 83.43 41.50
SS 85.24 88.29 58.03 79.99 87.51 48.99
Table 6.5: Domain-specific Expansion vs. Global Expansion. Columns All, + and - shows
the overall accuracy, positive precision and negative precision respectively. NBM refers to
Naive Bayes Multinomial, and SS refers to SentiStrength.
Figure 6.1 shows the similarity between expanded terms from different topics. Cosine
similarity was measured between each pair of topics to compare how similar the 50 most
opinionated terms are, under our assumption that the more the point-wise mutual informa-
tion (PMI), the more opinionated a term is. As is shown in the heatmap, the terms are quite
different. The highest similarity was found between justsaying and agoodboyfriend, with a
similarity score of only 0.47, which indicates that our domain-specific lexicon expansion has
lead to highly diverged extensions to the original lexicon.
Figure 6.2 plots the relation between class distribution and the magnitude of improvement
in classification accuracy, each mark representing a topic. The topics that suffered from
lexicon expansion cluster around the lower right corner of the graph, which indicates high
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0 1
Figure 6.1: Cosine similarity between the expanded terms (top 50) from each topic. The
topics on the X axis (from left to right) and Y axis (from top to bottom) are shown in the
same order as in Table 6.3
percentage of positive tweets in the topic. This could be due to the fact that SentiStrength
defaults to positive when no opinion expression is found, and our expanded terms incorrectly
flipped the polarities to negative. Despite that, there are much more positively skewed topics
that benefit from lexicon expansion than those which suffer from the process.
Topics on which classification performance have been affected most by domain-specific
expansion, both negatively and positively, are shown in Table 6.6. Here fml is an abbreviation
that refers to f*** my life;tcot is the abbreviation of the name of an album by a metalcore
band Underoath, The changing of times; tfb is short for teamfollowback. Both conventional
topics such as iphone and e3, and hashbag-based topics such as questionsidontlike and fml
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Figure 6.2: Does class distribution in topics affect the classification performance? X axis
shows the percentage of positive tweets in each topic, Y axis shows the magnitude of improve-
ment in classification accuracy after domain-specific lexicon expansion.
benefit hugely from domain-specific lexicon expansion. Among the topics that suffer most,
both conventional topics (music) and hashtag-based topics (tfb) are found too.
Table 6.7 and 6.8 provides two samples of lexicon expansions. As is shown in the table, our
expansion technique can effectively identify the polarities of 1) abbreviations. For instance,
lmao(laugh my a** off), lmfao (laugh my f***ing a** off), smh (shaking my head) are
associated with scores of the proper polarities. 2) informal words such as yup, ugh. 3)
domain-specific words including gay from topic icantdateyou and making, want from topic
iphone. When mentioning gay in topic icantdateyou, people are often making jokes, for
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Topic Magnitude #pos #neg
questionsidontlike 88.97% 16 89
fml 42.77% 10 99
iphone 40.78% 96 236
trackle 36.12% 16 145
e3 34.34% 119 136
fail 31.72% 72 400
spymaster 29.51% 99 70
squarespace 26.06% 282 656
tcot 26.06% 140 34
justsaying 24.25% 103 13
nowfollowing -0.45% 165 0
random -0.71% 90 30
seb-day -1.04% 428 71
idontunderstandwhy -2.17% 48 82
neversaynever3d -2.69% 484 74
tfb -3.40% 117 2
musicmonday -3.62% 383 38
humor -7.69% 143 1
follow -9.94% 255 14
music -14.07% 165 15
Table 6.6: The 10 topics that benefit most and the 10 topics that suffer most from lexicon
expansion. The column Magnitude shows the magnitude of improvement in classification
accuracy after domain-specific lexicon expansion.
example: @MissSarahDan hahahahaha that’s exactly what I was thinking :) or #icantdateyou
cause you’re gay! Lol XxX. The word making would be considered neutral in most cases,
but is often mentioned in the contexts such as making it hard to look at any screen and why
are you making me wait until noon for #iPhone OS 3.0? in the topic iphone, thus having a
strongly negative PMI score. Similarly, the word want is frequently used in the pattern of I
want ..., but ..., showing a need that has not been satisfied. As such, the seemingly neutral
word has been assigned a strongly negative score, becoming a useful feature in the context
of topic iphone.
Finally, we contrast our negation-aware PMI expansion to traditional PMI expansion that
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Expanded Terms for icantdateyou
Word PMI Word PMI
love 19.27 wear -18.83
dont -18.50 smarter -18.50
haha 18.27 lmao 18.27
URLSTRING 18.27 talk -18.09
look -18.09 gay 17.85
can’t -2.24 how -2.24
go -2.24 am 2.09
don’t -1.88 have -1.82
got -1.82 call -1.82
date -1.82 still -1.82
will 1.76 want 1.76
do 1.57 know -1.56
being 1.35 back 1.35
when -1.24 even -1.24
been -1.24 only -1.24
wanna -1.24 waiting -1.24
try -1.24 play -1.24
come -1.24 see -1.24
smh -1.24 be 1.18
get 1.09 not -1.01
are -0.97 already -0.82
is -0.77 then 0.76
oh 0.76 cant 0.76
lmfao 0.76 make 0.76
aint 0.76 bigger 0.76
Table 6.7: Expanded term samples for topic “icantdateyou”. Top 50 words ordered by the
absolute values of PMI
does not detect negations. Domain-specific lexicon expansion is done on 56 topics, first with
and then without negation detection. The classification performance are shown in Table 6.9.
No statistically significant difference have been observed between the two runs, though the
average accuracy is slightly higher when using negation handling. The number of tweets
per topic in this collection is limited compared to the data that a commercial company may
own, which may be the reason why the effect of negation-aware PMI expansion is not clearly
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Expanded Terms for iphone
Word PMI Word PMI
cant 20.66 want -20.36
cool 20.17 seems -19.55
guess -19.55 yup 19.43
explain 19.43 worked 19.43
care 19.43 finish 19.43
says -19.36 didn’t -19.36
being -18.87 work -18.87
making -18.87 said -18.55
trying -18.55 crashes -18.55
already -18.55 hmm -18.55
seriously -18.55 wants -18.55
keeps -18.55 went -18.14
gonna -18.14 oh -18.14
small -18.14 crashing -18.14
let -18.14 cut -18.14
where -18.14 looks -18.14
would -18.14 means -18.14
gone -18.14 ugh -18.14
lost -18.14 stuck -18.14
feel -18.14 omg -18.14
not 6.00 can’t 3.76
don’t 2.88 looking 2.88
happy 2.88 think 2.88
find 2.88 can 2.52
did 2.30 again 2.30
Table 6.8: Expanded term samples for “iphone”. Top 50 words ordered by the absolute values
of PMI
shown.
Handle Negation (%) Ignore Negation (%)
Classifier All + - All + -
SS 85.24 88.29 58.03 84.95 85.73 71.91
Table 6.9: PMI-based expansion with and without negation detection. Columns All, + and -
shows the overall accuracy, positive precision and negative precision respectively
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6.4.3 Representative Opinion Expressions
Lexicon-based classifiers can provide a transparent classification process to the user. Sen-
tiStrength, for instance, can show the classification clues in a human-understandable way 3
by presenting the words and their opinion scores together with negations, opinion boosters,
etc. Simply extracting the opinionated expressions from the tweets would provide a summary
of the tweet.
We extract the representative opinion expressions discovered by co-occurrence with emoti-
cons . To do so we match tweets against a predefined rule set utilizing part-of-speech tags,
and extract the phrases that co-occurred most frequently with emoticons. The rule set we
used is similar to the one proposed by Turney et.al [Turney, 2002]. The details of the rule
set are shown in Table 6.10. The POS tags shown in the table are from the tag set of
TwitterNLP [Owoputi et al., 2013], where N, Z and M are different forms of nouns, A is
for adjective, V is for verb, R is for adverb, and L for nominal+verbal. When extracting the
phrases, words are matched to the rule set to form phrases as long as possible, but with a
minimum of two words. For example, for Rule 4, if two consecutive adverbs (R) are found,
but not followed by an adjective (A), then the two adverbs are extracted as a phrase. Rule
4 would allow phrases of a maximal length of four words, if the words’ tags appear in the
exact order specified by the rule.
Table 6.11 and 6.12 shows the opinion expressions we extracted. For consistency we
present the two topics shown in Table 6.7 and 6.8. It can be observed that some expanded
terms are now easier to make sense of. For example, want appears in opinion expressions
3http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/
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really want, revealing that it is negative because the author has a need (want the phone) to
be satisfied.
Rule Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 Word 4
1 A N, Z or M - -
2 A A N, Z or M -
3 R A N, Z or M -
4 R R A N, Z or M
5 R V V or N -
6 N, Z or M A N, Z or M -
7 L A or R - -
Table 6.10: Rule Set for Extracting Phrases. Words are matched to the rule set to form
phrases as long as possible, and symbol - denotes a stop sign.
6.5 Summary
In this study we propose a structured approach to domain-dependent sentiment analysis
through lexicon expansion aided by emoticons. Our experiments have shown that emoticon-
aided lexicon expansion does improve the performance of a state-of-the-art lexicon-based
classifier, and domain-specific expansion outperforms global expansion. This indicates that
our technique is effective in domain-dependant sentiment classification.
It has been observed from the experiments that our technique is able to identify the
polarities of abbreviations and informal expressions, as well as domain-specific words, making
it particularly useful in classifying short informal text such as tweets. The abundant amount
of emoticon-bearing tweets forms a solid basis of the application of our approach. With
our approach, emoticons are only used in the expansion phase. With the better coverage
of terms and expressions in social text, our approach is particularly useful in improving the
classification of tweets that do not contain emoticons.
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Opinion Expressions for icantdateyou
Positive Negative
you’re not chrisbrown im not (
ur so damn smarter then
sooooo many reasons already taken
someone special d somewhere else
just whole lot good reason
your not following you’re already taken
its haraam short hair
whole lot still wear braids
youre not catholic even when
you’re boring ugly hands
im always yelling big girl
ur soft skinny girls
damn much jus sayin
already going only occupation
you’re taller never ending story
too hoe night you’re not atleast
showers daily even know
more body more skinny
deep waves many dudes
there done id never have
psycho bitch even get undressed
your not superstar i’m sooo freakin
too damn much already have girlfriend
that’s exactly what basically most
not allowed white broad
Table 6.11: Most representative opinion expressions that co-occur most with emoticons. 25
positive and 25 negative expressions are shown.
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Opinion Expressions for iphone
Positive Negative
giveaway more promo still waiting
more promo so far
so much cooler not available
now waiting how sad
soon update when will
new fetures seriously wants #iphone
own work small fortune
so much easier complete kanji
different #iphone never complete kanji
just makes not happy
first surveillant really want
great feature great games
playback great feature current version
now available worldwide first slow
really really big bigger badder
high profile blank screen
next week ago now
cool little #iphone update complete
great independent devs i’m still waiting
plastic bags still hasn’t shipped
around sayinn more months
independent devs not getting is
so so cool just unjailbroke
it’s great 4th gen
yet comparing prices little anticlimactic
Table 6.12: Most representative opinion expressions that co-occur most with emoticons. 25
positive and 25 negative expressions are shown.
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Chapter 7
Aggregating Topicality and
Subjectivity for Blog Sentiment
Retrieval
In many cases users require more information than sentiment orientation (or opinion polari-
ties). They may wish to obtain the opinionated text itself for reading or further processing.
Both blogs and microblogs follow a subscription pattern, where readers susbscribe to con-
tent released by a blog / micro-blog writer. Whether or not to subscribe to a given blog /
microblog is not only dependant on whether opinions are expressed, but also on the coverage
of the topics that the user is interested in. Traditional retrieval models have evolved to be
adept at identifying single relevant documents. Nonetheless, how to automatically decide
whether a blog (or twitter), comprising of a collection of posts (or tweets), is relevant to a
user query, is not a fully-solved problem.
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The task studied in this chapter is opinion distillation, which is about finding opinionated
blogs which are relevant to a user query. This task can be broadly categorized as a sentiment
retrieval task1, but operates at the blog level. The work described in this chapter is motivated
by our participation[Zhou et al., 2010a] in Blog Track 2010. Next we introduce the task and
our approach to this task.
7.1 Faceted Blog Retrieval as a Re-ranking Task
Unlike traditional document retrieval [Elsas et al., 2008], blog2 retrieval (also known as
blog search or feed retrieval) has many distinguishing characteristics. One of the essential
differences is that the retrieval unit is no longer a single document, but a collection of
documents (blog posts) written by the same author (or author group) to be evaluated as
a whole. The posts in one blog are thus loosely coupled by the auther’s own interests and
life style, and may attract web users who share similar interests, life styles or even similar
opinions on common topics of interest.
The TREC conference set up the Blog Track [Ounis et al., 2006; Macdonald et al.,
2007b; Ounis et al., 2008; Macdonald et al., 2010] in 2007 to study the search behaviors in
the blogosphere, and introduced the Blog Distillation Task in 2007 to address the specific
challenges posed by blog retrieval, also known as blog feed search [Elsas et al., 2008]. The
task is defined as to ”find me a blog with a principal, recurring interest in X”, where X is a
topic of interest. In Blog Track 2009, a faceted blog distillation task is introduced in addition
to the baseline task. Three facets have been considered, namely, opinionated versus factual,
1Most sentiment retrieval studies are dedicated to retrieving sub-document level content from documents
2In this chapter, we refer to blogs and feeds interchangeably as there is a one-to-one mapping between the
two.
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personal versus official and in-depth versus shallow. In our participation in the Blog Track
2010 we considered the faceted distillation as a re-ranking task. For each pair of the facets,
The top 100 feeds retrieved in the baseline task for the positive inclinations (opinionated, in-
depth, personal) are re-ranked, and then the ranking is reversed for the negative inclinations
(factual, shallow, official). While there could be many facets in blog retrieval, our focus is
on the opinion facet.
In our approach to opinion-faceted re-ranking, a proven classifier in text mining [Joachims,
1998], Support vector machine, is employed to evaluate the extent to which a blog post is
opinionated. We used an opinionated lexicon consisting of 389 words, which is a subset com-
plied from the MPQA subjective lexicon [Wilson et al., 2005]. Each post was represented
by a vector, the components of which were binary values that indicated whether a word
existed in the post or not. The classifier was trained on the Blog06 text collection first, and
then applied to the posts in the Blog08 text collection to estimate the probability of each
post being relevant to the query. The precision of our faceted retrieval approach is shown
in Figure 7.1, compared against the best, medium and worst runs from TREC 2010. Our
approaches were consistently worse than average in all facets.
7.2 Motivation and Problem Definition
The performance of the faceted distillation system is closely related to the performance of
the baseline. In our analysis we have noticed that most other teams used standard baseline
1 as the basis for faceted distillation, whose mean average precision (MAP) is 0.2174. In our
submitted run however, we used our own baseline rmitprob, whose MAP is only 0.0887. This
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Figure 7.1: The Faceted Distillation Task (Shown are the precisions of our approach compared
against best, medium and worst approaches at TREC Blog Track 2010
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indicates that the failure of our faceted retrieval approach is largely due to its failure to find
on-topic blogs. Our later experiments with a better baseline retrieval system also prove this
conclusion. Motivated by this, we study how to accurately find blogs for a pre-defined topic
of interest, as an attempt to improve the topic-retrieval component of a sentiment retrieval
system.
Although a blog can be arguably viewed as a large virtual document comprising all posts
where traditional retrieval techniques can be directly applied, recent work by Elsas et.al [Elsas
et al., 2008] has shown that a federated model that consider the topical relationship between
a blog and its post entries is an effective approach to blog retrieval. The aggregation of
similarity scores for posts to rank blogs establish the topic relevance relationship between
posts and blogs and therefore plays an important role in effective blog retrieval.
After identifying the critical role of the topic-based retrieval component, to improve the
sentiment retrieval performance, we study the topical relevance relationship between blogs
and its post entries in terms of both depth and width. We also aim for effective aggregation
approaches combining both views of topical relevance relationship between blogs and their
posts.
Existing document retrieval systems are able to estimate query relevance at the post level
(e.g. Zettair 3), and often in the form of similarity scores. Assuming that such scores are
a reasonable measure of the post-level relevance, our research question in this chapter can
be stated as: What is the best approach to aggregate post similarity scores for blogs so as to
rank the blog feeds by query relevance?
3http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
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First we need to define what a relevant blog is. However, there is not a widely adopted
definition of a relevant blog. According to the TREC definition of the blog distillation task,
blogs that show ”principal, recurring interest” are the target of retrieval. In terms of the
topic relevance relationship between blogs and their post entries this definition expresses the
depths and widths aspects of the topical relevance relationship between blogs and their post
entries. In our discussions we use both sets of terms interchangeably.
Unfortunately, principal and recurring address different dimensions of the relevance. The
principal dimension focus on the relative percentage of relevant content in a blog, while the
recurring dimension indicates the absolute amount of relevant content. Let us consider two
blogs, one with 100 posts among which 20 were relevant, the other with 10 posts which are all
relevant, and we assume that the relevant posts share the same degree of relevance. In this
scenario the first blog shows more recurring interest as it has twice the number of relevant
posts, whereas the second shows more principal interest since all of its posts were related to
the topic.
A natural question is which one of the principal and recurring dimensions of relevance is
more important for determining blog relevance to a topic. To answer this question, we study
both aspects in terms of the topical relevance relationship between blogs and their posts, and
then propose approaches combining the two aspects for ranking blogs.
7.3 The Blog Retrieval Framework
Our overall blog retrieval framework is illustrated in Figure 7.2. The framework comprises
two components, namely, post retrieval and post aggregation. First we employ a document
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Figure 7.2: The Blog Retrieval Framework
retrieval system to rank all blog posts in the collection by their estimated relevance to to a
given query, and retrieve the top N . The Blog08 collection we used has 28,488,766 unique
posts, and the data collection is described in detail in Chapter 3. To examine both the
depth and width of relevance of a blog to a topic, ideally the topical relevance of all post
entries should be considered. However, given the size of the collection, taking all posts into
consideration is computationally costly. When N is sufficiently large, we could assume that
the top N posts are a good representation of the collection with regard to the given topic,
as the posts beyond this range are very unlikely to be relevant according to the estimation
made by the retrieval system. To simulate the situation in our setting and also make the task
manageable, for a given topic, the top 100,000 posts returned by the search engine were kept
in the pool. In our experiments we also applied different thresholds on the post similarity
scores, so that sub-collections with different levels of average query relevance are selected for
investigation.
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Theoretically any document retrieval model can be applied to retrieve blog posts. In our
implementation we use the Zettair search engine 4 as the core document retrieval system.
Zettair is a fast text search engine developed by the Search Engine Group at RMIT University.
The Okapi BM25 model [Sparck Jones et al., 2000] is the core retrieval algorithm in Zettair,
which is a probabilistic model. The similarity score of a document to a query, denoted as Sq,d,
is an estimation of how closely the content of the document matches the query. The Okapi
BM25 model makes use of statistical information about the distribution of the query terms
(within both the document and the collection as a whole) to calculate the post similarity
score.
Sq,d =
∑
t∈τq,d
wt × (k1 + 1)fd,t
K + fd,t
× (k3 + 1)fq,t
k3 + fq,t
(7.1)
The parameters in the equation are shown below,
q a query
d a document in the collection
t a query term
wt a representation of the inverse document frequency, calculated by wt = ln
Nd−Ndt+0.5
Ndt+0.5
where Nd is the number of documents in the whole collection and Ndt is the number of
documents that contains the term t
4http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
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τq,d the intersection of the distinct terms from the query and the document
k1 a constant within the range of 1.2 to 1.5. We used the default value.
k3 a constant set to 1000000 (effectively infinite).
b a constant within the range of 0.6 and 0.75. We used the default value.
K calculated by K = k1 ×
[
(1− b) + b·WdWAL
]
, where Wd is the document length and WAL is
the average document length in the collection
Wd is the document length and WAL is the average doc ument length in the collection
The last step of our blog retrieval framework is aggregating the query relevance for posts
to score and rank blogs for topical relevance. This is a crucial step for the effectiveness of the
whole system. Most existing systems estimate the query relevance in the form of similarity
scores.These scores may or may not be distributed in a uniform manner [Manmatha et al.,
2001], but it is usually possible to transform them into a uniform space. We consider the
width and depth dimensions of the topical relevance of blogs, in terms of aggregating post
similarity scores.
This study focuses on score aggregation and does not use any query expansion module
or proximity search techinques. We examine the relevance of blogs in two dimensions, which
has not been addressed this way by previous works. As such, we do not directly compare
to other similar work such as [Seo and Croft, 2008b]. It’s also mentioning that the blog
retrieval task has become an outdated task, thus not attracting much research interest since
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2009. Howerver, the aggregation methods proposed in this study can be applied to other
tasks involving ranking entities based on multiple aspects.
7.4 Depth and Width of Topical Relevance
Two baselines are generated to represent the ”principal interest” and the ”recurring interest”.
The former shows the depth of topical relevance, and the latter measures the width.
The Average Baseline Corresponding to the width and depth dimensions of topic rel-
evance of blogs we propose two baseline approaches aggregating post similarity scores to
produce the blog relevance score. Given a blog F of n posts and post relevance scores
s1, s2, ..., sn, the blog similarity score SF could be calculated from the post relevance scores
s1, s2, ..., sn, The Average Baseline With the average baseline approach, the average post
similarity score is used to estimate the query relevance of a blog, as shown in the equation
below.
SF =
n∑
i=1
si
n
(7.2)
where si is the similarity score of the i
th post.
This approach addresses the aspect of ”principal interest” as stated in the definition of the
blog distillation task by TREC. It reveals the relationship between the average degree of
the query relevance of posts and that of the blog . Intuitively, the blogs with a large
number of posts would be penalized. For instance, a blog FA with 100 posts among which
10 were relevant should be considered more relevant than a blog FB with 10 posts among
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which 5 were relevant. However, the average post relevance of FA is likely to be lower than
that of FB.
The Sum Baseline With the sum baseline approach, the sum of post similarity scores is
used to estimate the query relevance of a blog, as shown in the equation below.
SF =
n∑
i=1
si (7.3)
where si is the similarity score of the i
th post. This approach addresses the aspect of
”recurring interest” as stated in the definition of the blog distillation task by TREC. It
reveals the relationship between the absolute amount of relevant content in a blog and its
overall relevance to the blog. Intuitively, it discriminates against blogs that are specialized
in one topic but having a low count of posts.
7.5 The Probablistic Model
We propose to estimate the likeilihood of a blog’s relevance to a given query from the degree
of relevance of its post entries. In this approach we assume that a blog is considered irrelevant
only if all posts in the blog are irrelevant. To calcluate the probability of the event that a
blog be relevant to the query, we first transformed the post similarity scores in a feed F into
probabilistic values,
pi =
si − sQlower
sQupper − sQlower
(7.4)
where pi is the probability of the i
th post being relevant to the query, Qupper is the highest
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similarity score of all posts relevant to the query Q, Qlower is the lowest similarity score of all
posts relevant to the query Q, and si is the similarity score of the i
th post. We performed the
transformation at a per-topic basis, as we expected different distribution of post similarity
scores for each topic. Based on our assumption, the probability of the blog being irrelevant
can then be calculated as,
P¯F =
n∏
i=1
(1− pi) (7.5)
As a blog can be either relevant or irrelevant, the probability of a blog being relevant is
thus,
PF = 1−
n∏
i=1
(1− pi) (7.6)
Intuitively, this approach would not work well with blogs with a large count of irrelevant
posts, as
n∏
i=1
(1− pi) shrinks dramatically even if pi is sufficiently small. We circumvent this
problem by applying a threshold on pi, so that only the “relevant” posts are considered.
Here, the probability of the blog being irrelevant is no longer the probability of all its posts
being irrelevant. Instead, it is calculated as the probability of all “relevant” posts in this
feed being irrelevant, where the “relevant” posts are selected by the threshold applied on
the similarity score of the posts. Effectively this is setting the probability of low-score posts
being relevant to zero. And since the similariy score is a reasonable indicator of the query
relevance, the low-scored posts can be assumed to be irrelevant.
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7.6 Linear Pooling: A Holistic Approach
We propose an approach combining the depth and width dimensions of topical relevance
for aggregating post similarity scores. As will be discussed in the Experiments section, the
approach outperforms the baseline approaches.
Pooling distributions is a general approach to combining information from multiple sources
or experts, where experts are typically represented as probability distributions [Clemen and
Winkler, 1999]. Here we consider two experts, one based on the average baseline model and
focusing on the width of relevance and the other based on the sum baseline model and fo-
cusing on the depth of relevance. We adopt the linear pooling approach to aggregating the
estimations from the two experts.
The distributions of scores over the two baselines are different. The scores from the
average baseline range from 0 to 1, while those from the sum baseline can value above 100.
Therefore we transform the feed scores into z-scores first, and combine the z-score value for
the blogs. The z-score is calculated by the following formula:
sZ =
s− µ
σ
(7.7)
where µ is the mean of all scores in the current distribution, and σ the standard deviation.
Since the z-score measures the distance between a score and the mean score in the distri-
bution and normalize that with the standard deviation, it allows scores form two different
distributions to be comparable to each other.
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We combine the two scores for each feed as follows:
PF = α ∗ SF1 + (1− α) ∗ SF2 (7.8)
where SF1 and SF2 are the z-scores computed from the two probability values for blog
relevance, calculated by Equation 7.4 for the average baseline model and the sum baseline
model. Note that α and 1 − α are the weights for the average baseline model and the sum
baseline model respectively. By default we set α = 0.5. Generally α can be adjusted to bias
towards the depth dimension or the width dimension.
7.7 Experiment
7.7.1 Evaluation
We follow the evaluation methods adopted by the Text REtrieval Conference [Sakai, 2008;
Buckley and Voorhees, 2004]. Four metrics were used, namely, MAP, P@10, R-prec, and
B-pref. Each of these metrics address a different aspect of the performance of the retrieval
system, where the MAP is the main measure of the system’s performance. This is also the
main measure used in the TREC Blog Track. The results shown in the graphs that followed
are generated by the trec eval 5 software provided by the TREC conference.
MAP Precision and recall are single-value metrics based on the whole list of documents
returned by the system. For systems that return a ranked sequence of documents, it is
desirable to also consider the order in which the returned documents are presented. MAP, or
5http://trec.nist.gov/trec eval/index.html
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Mean Average Precision, emphasizes ranking relevant documents higher. It is the average of
precisions computed at the point of each of the relevant documents in the ranked sequence.
P@10 P@10 (Precision at 10 documents) counts the number of relevant documents in the
top 10 documents in the ranked list returned for a topic. This precision correlates with the
precision observed by a web user.
R-prec R-prec is the precision computed after R documents have been retrieved, where R is
the number of relevant documents for the topic. Contrary to MAP, this metric de-emphasize
the exact ranking of the retrieved relevant documents.
B-pref B-pref is robust in collections which may have incomplete relevance information.
The idea is to measure the effectiveness of a system on the basis of judged documents only. R-
precision, MAP, and P(10) are completely determined by the ranks of the relevant documents
in the result set, and make no distinction in pooled collections between documents that are
explicitly judged as nonrelevant and documents that are assumed to be nonrelevant because
they are unjudged. B-pref, on the other hand, is a function of the number of times judged
non-relevant documents are retrieved before relevant documents.
We apply thresholds on the similarity scores to select different collections of posts with
different levels of average relevance. First we scaled the similarity score of each post to a
probability value between [0,1], with the method defined in Equation 7.4. Different threshold
settings on these probability scores allow us to examine the performance of our approaches
in different post collections in terms of average query relevance. For each topic, we applied 9
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thresholds, namely 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, to each approach except the linear
pooling approach. This is because with that approach, a majority of the topics don’t have
any post with a score above 0.8.
7.7.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 7.3: Overview
Figure 7.3 provides an overview of the approaches we used. The run label Avg corresponds
to the average baseline, label Sum refers to the sum baseline, label Prob is for the probabilistic
approach, and label LP is abbreviated for the linear pooling approach. As is shown in the
graph, the sum baseline outperformed all other approaches when evaluated with all metrics
used except P@10. The probabilistic approach and the linear pooling approach has similar
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performance to that of the sum baseline, but the average baseline is significantly worse than
the other approaches. Note that all the data shown in this graph were not obtained under
the same threshold setting. Instead, the best run for each approach was selected from a
number of runs under different settings. More discussions about the influence of thresholds
are given in the following paragraphs.
We extracted individual topics performance by MAP for each approach, and used the
paired Wilcoxon test to compare the difference between the approaches. The performance
of the sum baseline, the probabilistic approach and the linear pooling approach were signifi-
cantly better than that of the average baseline, with p < 1.449e−6, p < 9.942e−5, p < 4.7e−6
respectively. The performance of the sum baseline is significantly better than the linear pool-
ing approach as well, with p < 0.005184, but the difference between its performance and that
of the probabilistic approach is insignificant. There is no significant difference between the
performance of the probabilistic approach and the linear pooling approach, either.
Figure 7.4 shows the performance of the average baseline with different thresholds applied
to the post scores. With metrics other than b-pref, the performance deterioriates as the
threshold gets higher, but gets slightly improved near the threshold 0.7. Above that threshold,
the performance again delines with all metrics but P@10. This is proabably due to the fact
that only a small number of blogs have posts with such a high score, and with such highly
relevant posts they are very likely to be relevant. With P@10, only the top 10 blogs are
evaluated, thus not affected by the decrease in the number of feeds found. The improvement
over the performance reflected by P@10 also implies that highly relevant posts suggests a
high blog relevance, but there is a tradeoff between the precision and the recall, as is reflected
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Figure 7.4: The Average Baseline
by the other metrics.
Figure 7.5 shows the performance of the sum baseline under different thresholds. The
trend shown in the graph is consistent with all metrics we used. The performance of the
sum baseline improves as the thresholds become higher, and peaks near 0.5 and 0.6. After
that , the performance declines, due to a decrease in the number of feeds found. This is in
accordance with our observation with the average baseline. It also supports the implication
that a group of highly relevant posts in a blog determines the query relevance of the blog.
Figure 7.6 shows the performance of the probabilistic model we proposed. Overall, the
performance of this approach is very similar to that of the sum baseline. When evaluated
with MAP, the performance of the sum approach peaked at 0.5, while the performance of
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Figure 7.5: The Sum Baseline
the probabilistic model peaked at 0.6, but the difference between their performance at 0.5
and 0.6 were negligible.
Figure 7.7 and 7.8 shows the performance of the linear pooling approach we proposed.
As is shown in Figure 7.7, the performance of this approach is similar to that of the sum
baseline and the probabilistic model. It is worth noting however, that this approach has
achieved the best performance among all approaches when evaluated by P@10. Figure 7.8
shows how the weighting factor α (defined in Equation 7.8) influences the performance of the
linear approach. In this graph we aggregated two baselines with different values for α. The
two baselines we used were the average baseline with thresholds set to 0, and the sum baseline
with thresholds set to 0.5. The choice of the thresholds were based on the performance of the
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Figure 7.6: The Probabilistic Approach
two baselines we observed in our experiments, and we chose the ones which lead to the best
evaluation results. However, as we have not tested the values exhaustively, the values we
chosed may not be optimal. From the graph we can see that the smaller the weighting factor
is, the better performance appears to be. As a smaller α suggests larger weighter for the sum
baseline, and the best performance observed at α = 0.1 is still inferior to that of the sum
baseline, the graph implies that the average amount of the post relevance, or the principal
interest, in a feed may not be as important as the total amount of the post relevance (taking
only posts with a relatively high relevance score into account), or the recurring interest.
Overall, with all approaches other than the average baseline, the performance of the
system is positively influenced by higher threshold settings, although it will be hurt by a
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Figure 7.7: The Linear Pooling Approach
drop in recall when the threshold rise to above 0.6, which is shown in 7.9. This observation
implies that the posts with a high query relevance in a feed determines the blog relevance.
Interestingly, the performance of the average baseline actually declines with higher thresh-
olds, although it rised a bit when we use only posts with a score above 0.6. It is also worth
noting that when using all posts (when threshold is 0), the average baseline has the best
performance. Combined with our implication from the other three approaches, we deduce
that the weights that the two aspect of the blog relevance carry are vary under different
threshold settings. While the average post relevance is a reasonable indicator of the blog
relevance, the potentially huge amount of irrelevant posts could greatly hurt its liability.
This also explains why the sum baseline has an extremely poor performance when using all
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Figure 7.8: The Weigthing Factor α
posts (the accumulation of the low scores favors blogs with a large amount of posts). On
the other hand, with two blogs both containing some highly relevant posts, the one with a
larger count of highly relevant posts is probably more relevant than the other one, even if its
average posts relevance is lower than the other. This explains why elevating the threshold
hurts the performance of the average baseline.
7.8 Summary
Motivated by the failure of an opinionated blog retrieval approach, we focus on improving
the topic-based retrieval component. First we examined two baseline approaches based on
the definition of the blog retrieval task, each addressing a different dimension of the blog
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Figure 7.9: Num of judged relevant feeds returned
relevance, namely, principal and recurring. Our experiment results have shown that to
calculate the topical relevance of a feed, a highly relevant subset of posts from the feed
should be used instead of using the full set. Our result also suggests that despite the fact
that relevance judgment is affected by both the average degree of the query similarity and
the number of relevant retrieval units, it is not sensitive to the former so long as a threshold
is met.
We also proposed two holistic approaches which address both dimensions of the blog
relevance. The two approaches have similar performances, both better than the average
baseline but very close to that of the sum baseline.
This work focused only on the score aggregation techniques. To further improve the
performance of the approaches we proposed, we also plan to examine the techniques for score
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normalization. More flexible settings of thresholds based on the distribution of post scores
within a blog are also subject to further study.
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Conclusion and future work
User-generated content on social media is a rich source of opinion. Mining of opinions on
social media text, typified by blog posts and twitter tweets, is not a single-facet task. Topic
plays an important role in this task, and is studied in this thesis. We have also addressed the
challenges brought to sentiment classification of tweets by the usage of informal language,
and explored ways to improve a retrieval model of blogs given a topic. Next we summarize
our key findings and contributions, and discuss directions for future work.
8.1 Summary of Thesis
The first research question addressed in this thesis is: With supervised classification, can a
global classification of blog posts across topic genres achieve a similar performance as a local
classification of blog posts of a certain topic genre? In Chapter 4 we set out to answer this
question and proved that local classification towards specific topics performed significantly
better than global classification across topics. This indicates that without bringing topic
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context into scope, supervised classification models cannot achieve optimal performance.
Our second research question is: Can topic-focused opinion extraction methods (multi-
facet extraction) lead to better sentiment classification than the single-facet opinion extraction
methods? This research question is raised in response to a common phenomenon on blog
posts: topic drift. In Chapter 5 we show that by generating targeted extracts we can reduce
the noise for classification and achieve better classification performance. Our conclusion is
based on a comprehensive study carried out on a full spectrum of topics (150 blog post
topics), with different types of extracts and both supervised and lexicon-based classifiers.
With increasing popularity of lexicon-based classifiers over the past years, it is interest-
ing to examine how lexicon-based classifiers are affected by topic context. While having a
stable performance across topics, lexicon-based classifiers could not easily handle emerging
new terms. It is also hard for them to identify the contextual polarity of words. In Chap-
ter 6 we use an automatic lexicon-expansion technique aided by emoticons to improve the
performance. We show that this technique helps a state-of-the-art lexicon-based classifier to
make use of emerging terms, and also helps it to adapt to specific topics.
In Chapter 7 we study topic-sentiment mixture in blog retrieval. We approach the opinion
retrieval task as a re-ranking task, first filtering out the relevant blogs and then ranking them
by subjectivity. We identified that the precision at the first step, finding the relevant blogs, is
critical to the performance of this approach. We proposed different approaches to aggregate
post-level similarity scores to retrieve relevant blogs, and show that the most relevant posts
in a blog can best represent its relevance to the query.
In summary, we have identified the role of topic in sentiment analysis, proposed techniques
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to improve sentiment classification performance with the presence of topics, and specifically
addressed the challenges brought by the social media.
8.2 Future Work
In answering the first reserach question, our findings imply high interaction between senti-
ment words and topic, which could lead to future work in examining the contextual strength
and polarity of sentiment words under different topic context. Automatic techniques in cal-
culating such contextual sentiment scores can be extremely useful in both sentiment retrieval
and classification.
In Chapter 5 the techniques used to extract the targeted extracts are linearly combining
the sentiment and topic facets. It is worthwhile to study other approaches to combining
facet scores, such as finer-grained language models. At the same time, other approaches to
calculating facet scores may also lead to better performance.
In Chapter 6, the technique we proposed for the lexicon-based classifier has the benefit
of being light-weight and transparency to human users, but also has limitations. First,
when word features are sparse, it is intuitive that negation-handling should help to better
identify the polarity of features. Yet our results have shown that negation does not lead
to improvements in classification performance. This may be due to the small size of the
collection (considering that negation patterns are only observed on a small fraction of tweets),
and calls for better ways to detect negation and a larger testbed to validate the effectiveness
of negation-aware PMI we proposed. Second, while using emoticons as polar words has lead
to positive results, emoticons themselves are not always reliable labels for sentiment polarity,
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and do not always exist in every tweet. Our technique may be further improved by using
a mixture of terms comprising of emoticons and a list of most subjective words as ”polar
distributions” in the point-wise mutual information calculation. The sentiment orientation
scores of such terms can also be refined by an iterative process seeded by emoticons.
In Chapter 7 we used static thresholds on post similarity scores, but different blogs can
have very different distribution of such scores and also different number of posts. A better
approach to finding the most representative posts from a blog in regards to a given user
query may require a dynamic thresholding scheme that adapts to the distribution of post
similarity scores in the specific blog. In addition to that, the subjectivity and topic relevance
of blogs are deemed as equally important in our re-ranking approach. This is not necessarily
the case, and thus raises opportunity for future work in weighting these two aspects in the
retrieval process.
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150-topic Collection for the Blog
Posts
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
851 131 25 Provide opinion of the film documentary March of
the Penguins
entertainment
852 34 16 Find opinions on Harvard President Larry Sum-
mer comments on gender differences in aptitude
for mathematics and science
education
853 54 207 Find opinions on President Bush 2006 State of the
Union address
politics
854 66 268 What opinions do readers have of Ann Coulter politics
855 285 20 Find opinions on the significance of the relation-
ship between lobbyistJack Abramoff and Presi-
dent George W Bush
politics
856 104 58 What has been the reaction to the Macbook Pro
laptop computer
computers
857 235 25 Find opinions of Jon Stewart of Comedy Central
The Daily Show
entertainment
858 26 12 What is the opinion of advertisements shown dur-
ing the Super Bowl
entertainment
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
859 29 106 Find pro and con views on accepting India as a
nuclear power
politics
860 148 2 What is the opinion of the TV program Arrested
Development
entertainment
861 85 29 Provide opinions concerning the festival of Mardi
Gras
local
862 23 18 How does the Blackberry cell phone compare in
performance to other cell phones
technology
863 116 111 Identify documents that show customer opinions
of Netflix
entertainment
864 248 11 Find opinions of the Comedy Central show The
Colbert Report
entertainment
865 7 46 What are the reactions worldwide to Spain Basque
separatist movements
politics
866 122 39 Find opinions on the quality expense and value of
purchases at WholeFoods stores
food
867 22 523 Find opinions on Vice President Cheney quail-
hunting trip on which a companion was wounded
politics
868 3 10 Provide opinion concerning the aviation defense
program Joint Strike Fighter
politics
869 290 120 Find opinions worldwide to the cartoons depict-
ing the Muslim prophet Muhammad printed in a
Danish newspaper
religion
870 20 157 Find opinions on alleged use of steroids by base-
ball player Barry Bonds
sport
871 81 324 What has been the reaction to Cindy Sheehan and
the demonstrations she has been involved in
politics
872 377 64 What opinions have been posted on the movie
Brokeback Mountain
entertainment
873 45 9 What opinions do readers and viewers have of
columnist and commentator Bruce Bartlett
politics
874 25 120 Find opinions of speeches and eulogies delivered
at the funeral of Coretta Scott King
politics
875 143 77 What is the public opinion on the TV program
American Idol
entertainment
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
876 61 5 Provide opinion of the BBC television series Life
on Mars
entertainment
877 3 1 How well are Sonic fast-food restaurants liked by
those eating at fast food establishments
food
878 2 29 Provide opinion concerning the jihad movement religion
879 33 6 Find reviews and ratings of hybrid cars in current
production
technology
880 131 29 Provide opinion concerning the actress Natalie
Portman
entertainment
881 13 143 Is the Fox News Report perceived to be fair or
biased in selecting and reporting news topics
politics
882 100 15 What are fan opinions regarding the Seattle Sea-
hawks football team
sport
883 131 49 Find opinions on the taste quality health effects
and marketing of Heineken Beer
food
884 150 22 What are opinions of Qualcomm its business prac-
tices marketing and products
technology
885 15 8 Provide opinions on equipment using the brand
name Shimano
sport
886 129 47 Provide opinion concerning the television series
West Wing
entertainment
887 15 30 Find reaction worldwide to the results of the
World Trade Organization meetings in the years
2004 and 2005
politics
888 117 18 What are opinions of the Audi automobiles and
the company that produces them
transport
889 13 138 Provide opinion concerning the Scientology reli-
gion
religion
890 57 36 Find opinions on the overall appeal and impres-
sion of the Winter and Summer Olympics
sport
891 25 11 What is the opinion of Intel processors in personal
computers
technology
892 8 138 Find opinions of positions statements votes and
behavior of Congressman Jim Moran (D-Va)
politics
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
893 15 7 Is Zyrtec considered an effective medication and
does it have side effects
health
894 66 13 Provide opinion concerning the board game Chess gaming
895 40 38 Find opinions about Oprah Winfrey TV show entertainment
896 33 38 What is the opinion about global warming environment
897 19 36 What is the opinion regarding Ariel Sharon politics
898 6 0 What is the opinion of available business intelli-
gence resources
business
899 5 0 What is the concern regarding cholesterol health
900 62 104 Find opinions regarding the food at McDonald
restaurants
food
901 7 0 Find opinions on JSTOR the system developed
to make scholarly journals available from a digital
archive
science
902 22 70 Find opinions about lactose gas related symptoms
and remedies
science
903 199 80 Find documents stating opinions about Apple
CEO Steve Jobs
technology
904 26 22 Find opinions about author and columnist Eric
Alterman
politics
905 72 89 Find documents that show opinions on the funeral
of Coretta Scott King
politics
906 58 121 Find opinions on the World Economic forum in
Davos Switzerland
politics
907 18 5 Find opinions about the Brrreeeport experiment internet
908 78 9 Find opinions of singer Carrie Underwood entertainment
909 9 1 Find opinions on Barilla brand pasta or other
foods
food
910 4 0 Find opinions about either the company Aperto
Networks or its products
technology
911 105 30 Find opinions regarding the cable television Sci-Fi
Channel
entertainment
912 53 175 Find opinions about NASA the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration
science
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
913 68 29 Find opinions regarding the Screen Actors Guild
Awards (SAG)
entertainment
914 76 0 Find opinions about the Canadian blogging con-
ference Northern Voice
internet
915 27 7 Find opinions of the international insurance com-
pany Allianz
business
916 7 1 Find opinions concerning dicecom an on-line job
search site
internet
917 46 2 Find opinions on the urban legends reference site
snopescom
internet
918 10 5 Find opinions about the city of Varanasi India travel
919 128 96 Find opinions of the drug company Pfizer and its
products
health
920 93 17 Find opinions about the Canadian journalist An-
drew Coyne
politics
921 61 26 Find opinions on the Evangelical Protestant mag-
azine Christianity Today
religion
922 106 75 Find opinions of shock jock Howard Stern entertainment
923 5 89 Find opinions about the Challenger space shuttle
disaster
science
924 32 54 Find opinions about the evangelist Mark Driscoll religion
925 51 0 Find opinions about the first Mashup Camp event internet
926 7 6 Find opinions on the band Hawthorne Heights its
music or its members
entertainment
927 9 5 Find opinions on dresses or other garments worn
at the Academy Awardsor fashions that are de-
signed for Oscar night
fashion
928 4 5 Find opinions regarding the HBO television show
Big Love
entertainment
929 41 12 Find opinions about individual brand managers business
930 85 41 Find opinions on Ikea or its products shopping
931 10 5 Find opinions on the Canadian oil boom town of
Fort McMurray
local
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
932 11 5 Find opinions expressed about the rumor that
Google is planninga desktop operating system
named Goobuntu
computers
933 143 106 Find opinions on the Winter Olympics sport
934 43 1 Find opinions of the liqueur Cointreau and drinks
or food containing Cointreau
food
935 131 17 Find opinions regarding the composer Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart
music
936 42 86 Find opinions regarding the Grammy awards music
937 55 23 Find opinions about the information service Lex-
isNexis
business
938 14 4 Search for opinions about the Plug Awards annual
award show
music
939 6 4 Find opinions about Beggin’ Strips brand dog
snacks
food
940 47 17 Find opinions about the seven-time Tour de
France cyclist Lance Armstrong
sport
941 42 52 Find opinions about the actress Teri Hatcher entertainment
942 5 77 Find documents providing opinions about lawful
access by the government to private files
politics
943 138 6 Find opinions on bills in the US Congress to cen-
sure President Bush and Vice-president Cheney
politics
944 74 5 Find opinions about the Opera web browser internet
945 63 39 Find documents that show opinions about Bolivia politics
946 122 24 Find opinions about TIVO brand digital video
recorders
politics
947 11 10 Find opinions about Olympic figure skater Sasha
Cohen
sport
948 8 1 Find opinions about the Sorbonne education
949 15 8 Find opinions of Minnesota veterinarian and po-
litical candidate FordBell
politics
950 1 1 Locate opinions about either the Hitachi Data
Systems company or its products
technology
1001 5 5 Find opinions of people who have sold a car pur-
chased a car or both through Carmax
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
1002 1 9 Find positive and negative opinions of the use of
Wikipedia as a primary source of information by
students
1003 1 9 What is the opinion of the services provided by
Jiffy Lube
1004 87 100 What do people think about the Starbucks chain
of coffee shops
1005 37 36 Find opinions about the Microsoft Windows Vista
operating system orany of its features
1006 34 14 Find positive and/or negative opinions of Mark
Warner as a potential presidential candidate
1007 26 111 What is the opinion of the treatment of women in
Saudi Arabia
1008 5 85 Is the UN Commission on Human Rights viewed
as effective
1009 57 43 What opinions have been made by critics and the
public about the architecture of Frank Gehry
1010 120 16 What do people think about Picasa the photo
management software suite
1011 38 3 What is the opinion of Chipotle restaurants
1012 113 3 Find opinions on movie actor Ed Norton
1013 0 8 Find opinions on Iceland relations with the Euro-
pean Union
1014 17 20 Find opinions on the Federal tax break for pur-
chasers of gasoline-electric hybrid automobiles
1015 19 8 Find opinions about Whole Food announcement
that all its stores would get their electricity from
wind power
1016 56 18 What do people think about Papa John Pizza
1017 16 459 What is the opinion of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
the president of Iran
1018 158 4 Who likes The MythBusters television show on
the Discovery Channel and why
1019 3 35 Find opinions about China law that restricts fam-
ilies to only one child
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
1020 62 254 Find opinions about intelligent design the propo-
sition that the world and its inhabitants did not
evolve but instead were created by an entity or
force possessing great intelligence
1021 107 0 This topic seeks views about attending a Sheep
and Wool Festival
1022 53 23 What are people opinions about Subway Sand-
wiches
1023 16 2 Find opinions on Yojimbo information organiza-
tion software for Mac OS
1024 51 11 Find opinions about Zillow a website that provides
estimates of homevalues
1025 24 79 Find opinions on Nancy Grace a former prosecutor
who is now a journalist on CNN
1026 94 74 What positions are held by politicians and the
public about criminalizing flag burning in the
United States
1027 24 156 Find views about the North American Free Trade
Agreement known by the acronym NAFTA
1028 45 15 What arguments have been made for and against
Oregon Death with Dignity Act which was ruled
as legal by the Supreme Court in February2006
1029 175 38 What do people think about Morgan Freeman
1030 95 14 What do people think about the metal band Sys-
tem of a Down and their music
1031 1 91 Find opinions about Sew Fast Sew Easy an orga-
nization that provides materials and services on
sewing and knitting
1032 228 16 What is the opinion of the movie I Walk the Line
1033 28 171 Find opinions about the World Bank its president
staff or programs
1034 84 0 What do people think about Ruth Rendell
1035 28 8 Find opinions about the Mayo Clinic or its medi-
cal practice
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Topic Pos Neg Topic Description Category
1036 189 26 Find opinions of the reality show Project Runway
where designs by clothing designers are judged un-
til there is a single winner
1037 16 5 Find opinions about the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra or its performances
1038 2 63 Find opinions about the government of Israel
1039 17 36 What is the opinion of the service provided by the
Geek Squad
1040 64 7 What do people think about the TomTom GPS
navigation system
1041 15 18 What do people think of the proposed Federal
Shield Law which would allow journalists to not
divulge their sources
1042 5 47 Find opinions on the arrest and trial of historian
David Irving in Austria in violation of that coun-
try law against denying the Holocaust
1043 42 200 Find opinions of James Frey book A Million Little
Pieces
1044 162 130 Find opinions of radio and television talk show
hosts
1045 8 1 Find opinions about the TV show Numb3rs with
regard to women
1046 228 45 Find opinions on whether the United States
should provide a universal health care system that
offers care to all citizens and residents
1047 68 15 What are people opinions about Trader Joe
1048 124 8 Find opinions about The Sopranos a very popular
long running television program
1049 66 15 Find views about the YouTube video-sharing web-
site
1050 168 41 What are people opinions of George Clooney
Table A.1: Statistics of the 150-topic Collection
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